EAP ASSOCIATION

Employee Assistance
Programs have proven to be
an effective way to address
personal problems and chemical
dependency in the workplace.

However, most systems of cost
control do little more than create
barriers to effective treatment.
Inevitably giving a mixed message
to the employee,
Integrating managed
care and Employee Assistance
Programs is a first step toward
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eliminating the conflict that can

~:

i

i'

exist between cost containment
~~
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and effective treatment.
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It is clear that implementing
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creative solutions will be no easy

a.

task. But those of us committed to
i~

protecting the work environment
r

i

<`.~

must strive to find innovative

approaches to mental health
benefits, simply so that we may
~~

continue to provide them.

ASSURED

HEALTH SYSTEMS, INC.

;,

THIS MONTH,two

full-length feature recounts the growth and
development of the
association in this issue.
The coverage is presented
in a 15-page "Special
Advertising Section," which contains congratulatory
advertisements from some of our friends and supporters.
•

•

ontinui

historical views: one on
alcoholism as a priority
issue for EAPs, and one
observing the 20th
anniversary of EAPA
(known as ALMACA for most of the association's existence).
Before you get the wrong impression, our coverage of
alcoholism is not a trip down some worn-out path. We
offer a pair of contemporary "think pieces": one by Frank
Huddleston, who explains why the ability to confront
alcoholics and initiate their rehabilitation is as vital to the
EAP field as ever; the other by John McPeake, who
explains how managed care is damaging the rehabilitative work of alcohol treatment centers. These articles
have timely significance in that many EAP professionals
believe droves of drug addicts are reverting to alcohol as
a substitute drug of choice in the specter of the drug-free
workplace. A third article highlights the incipient
NAATP/ASAM admission, continued-stay and discharge
criteria. The sponsors of the criteria hope that their work
will lead to better checks and balances in the provision
of managed care by being accepted as an industry
standard.

WE'RE NOT DWELLING ON THE PAST, though. EAPA

is an organization on the move. Our strategic planning
is evidence of an organization in control of its own
destiny, and we ask that you help us to chart our development by completing and returning the FAXback
Survey on page 7. But even with sights set on new
accomplishments, the future of EAPA and the EAP field
will be predicated on continuity. We have the benefit of
experience and know what istried-and-true. EAPA's
Membership Department reports that the vast majority of
our members have belonged to EAPA for less than five
years. One bonus of our feature coverage this month is
that it provides members with an appreciation for
continuity.

APRIL 21, 1991. On this date, EAPA/ALMACA marks 20

marvelous years as a membership organization. A special
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by Thomas J. Delaney, Jr., CEAP
EAPA Executive Director

In

the small town in New York's
Hudson Valley where I was raised,
the major employer was a carpet
mill. Since then, textiles first went
south, then offshore. It goes to show
how a lot has changed i n the American
economy and our style of life. In the
20 years that I have been in the substance abuse field, however, I have
often thought of one man from the
town of my upbringing and how, unfortunately, the way that society treats
h is cou nterparts today has notchanged
in many communities.
There were even company-owned
houses i n th is town that were rented to
the workers. The man that I am thinking about did not live in a company
house, but rented a small apartment
for his family about a mile from the
factory. My home was between the
mill and hisapartment. On dayswhen
would be outside playing ball after
school, I could often hear his loud, but
always cheerful, voice as he made his
way up the street. He always had
loud, fond words of encouragement
for me,although, more often than not,
they were unintelligible. He usually
came along about90 minutes after the
factory whistle had blown. You see,
there was a tavern between us and the
mill, and he always stopped there.
Just down the street, there was a
wel I-kept home of the man who was a
combinationdirectorofpersonnel and
community affairs officer for the carpetcompany. Hewas wel I-respected
and, in fact, had the distinction of
being the only Democrat within
memory to ever be elected to public
office in the overwhelmingly Republican town. As I recall, he was a very
u nderstand i ng man who cou I d arrange
company loans if a sudden emergency
struck, would put in a word for you if
a merchant was going to shut off your
credit or turn the account over to the
sheriff, and could help get you reassigned from the second or third shift.

~'
"Unfortunately, if
EAPs are lessening
their commitment
to alcoholism, they
are in step with
the national mood."
have often wondered if he did not
run an early version of an EAP. However, this was before the pioneering
work ofthe National Council on Alcoholism, which spread the word about
occupational alcoholism, and I don't
believe that the man in the well-kept
house was ever able to do anything for
what I now know was an alcoholic
employee, except to see that his wife
got a turkey for Thanksgiving and that
his children had new clothes for the
first day of school.
MODERN-DAY (LACK OF)
ALCOHOLISM AWARENESS
IN THE WORKPLACE
A couple of recent occurrences have
led me to share these memories with
you. I was told about an EAP that has
been revamped so that it now is providingthe services that the employees
want instead of just substance abuse
services. The mix of EAP clientele has
changed. Apparently, around half of
the clients in the old EAP had been
identified as having a substance abuse
problem, but with the installation of a
new program it has digressed to the
point where less than 15% of clientele
are substance abusers. I wonder if my
boyhood friend would have filled out
a questionnaire and said that he wanted
substance abuse services. I hope the
new EAP is still identifying and intervening with alcoholics and that the
change in caseload mix merely reflects anexpansion ofservicestoothers.
hope it has not lessened awareness of
the problemsofsubstanceabuse inthe
workplace.
Unfortunately, if EAPsare lessening
their commitment to alcoholism, they

are in stepwith the national mood. On
March 8th, Congressman Wyman of
Oregon chaired a congressional
hearingaboutthefederalgovernment's
efforts to assist small businesses with
substance abuse problems. Witnesses
from state governments, the EAP field
and the smal I-business community all
pointed out that the federal
government's "War on Drugs" of the
last five years had a major flaw in its
failure to address alcoholism. Given
the seeming inability of federal policy
makers to see the public health component ofthe drug problem, it may be
better to have a separate, but equally
intensive, commitment to address alcoholism. (By the way, NIAAA continuestosupport important alcoholism
research, but the federal impetus for

treatment, prevention,intervention and
education is lacking.)While EAPAand
other groups fight for the alcoholism
program on the federal level, we now
have to look to the states and the
private sector to restart the national
commitment to fight alcoholism.
Of course, it is not just the federal
government that has neglected the alcoholism field. The insurance industryhas brutalized the entire substance
abuse treatment field. I know the argument that they are just writing the
types of policies that their customers
want but, frankly, I just don't believe
them. The insurance industry reflects
the stigma and denial toward alcoholics and drug addicts that still permeates our society. If they took the
time to explore the issue, they would
realize that EAPs are in their own best
interest, as the Paul Revere Life Insurance Company has done.
The mill that I mentioned earlier
was (for those of you who had any
doubts) a nonunion plant. By and
large, the labor movement continues
to recognize the impact of substance
abuse on its members and the importance of including programs to help
workers with substance abuse as part
of their strategies to strengthen the
economy.
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There is an opportunity for labor
and management to work together on
this in the design of a national health
insurance strategy. While HHS secretary Louis Sullivan may be correct in
predicting that a federal ly run national
health insurance plan is not in the
cards (he would probably get an argumentfrom Senator Kennedy), there
does seem to be movement toward
some sort of national plan. Major
companies are increasinly inclined to
support the development of such a
plan. Although I recognize that some
EAP clients with alcoholism can be
helped with short-term EAP intervention or involvement with aself-help
group,an EAP needs to have avai table
the range of alcoholism services. This
will not happen if such services are
omitted from a national health plan.
As has been reported before,former
Iowa governor and U S.senator Harold
Hughes is trying to rally the substance
abuse field and converge i nto a potitical
force. His organization is known as
S.O.A.R., and it has now established
an office in Washington. I recently
met with its Executive Director,
Hamilton Beasley, and can report to
you that S.O.A.R. is underway. If
Senator Hughes is to be successful, he
will need a large membership. Just as
important, however, he is going to
have to get the su pport of others so that
his efforts are supported by all those
who have a responsibility to serve
alcoholics, from EAP managers to detoxification specialists. Although the
old carpet mills may no longer exist,
the skilled workers that we need still
are vulnerable to alcoholism.
Last August, my wife and I went
back to the Hudson Valley to attend a
weddingatthe U.S. MilitaryAcademy.
The groom was a West Point graduate
whose unit was sent to Saudi Arabia
shortlythereafter. Hewill be returning
soon and we are all grateful that the
war was short and the casualties few.
After the wedding, we stopped to see
a friend from grammar school who just
happened to be back to help his mother
make plans after his father died. This
is certainly another type of situation
whereanEAPcanserve. Whilevisiting,
asked about the two sons of the man
who used to greet me so loudly. One
had recently died and the other was
last seen going door-to-door in a snow
storm asking if someone would give
him a ride to a neighboring city. C~
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EACC mails survey to all CEAPs;
Deadline is April 30

On

March 26,the EACC mai led
a survey to its 4,320 current

CEAPs. It is the information-gathering instrument for a project to help
the EACC analyze its constituency.
The su rvey sol icits demograph is i nformation and data on each CEAP's
past experiences and current responsibilities inemployee assistance
programming. Questions about the
CEAP exam are included to elicit
insights into each CEAP's experience of preparing for and taking the
exam.
Th is is the first time the EACC has

undertaken a comprehensive survey of CEAPs. The Commission is
very excited about this project, as it
is expected to reveal profiles on the
CEAP population. How many
people are male? female? consultants?internal administrators? members of EAPA? Why or why not?

members of other local or national
professional associations? How
much of their time is spent doing
EAP work? Are they doing EAP
work now? Do they expect to be
doing EAP wor!< in the future? What
is the value of their CEAP credential? Do they plan to renew? Why
or why not?
These and other questions are included in the survey. It is imperative thatCEAPs complete the survey

and return it to the EACC by April
30.
The Commission intends to respond tothe expectations expressed
by its constituents about the quality

and vatid ity ofthe CEAP designation.
Completing this survey is an important vehicle to help the EACC
find out what is foremost on the
minds of CEAPs.

National Conference Awards Committee
seeks comments from members
he Awards Committee of the
20th EAPA National Conference
is seeking input and suggestions to
help plan award ceremonies to be
held this fall in St. Louis. The committee, chaired by Charlie Durban
of the St. Louis Chapter, has set a
goal of providing the best representation possible in the nominating
and selectingofaward recipients. It
promises, as well, to strive to conduct the awards process by employing aquality, customer-driven
model of nomination and selection.
The Awards Committee is formally charged with accepting
nominees for all National EAPA
awards—among them, the Member ofthe Year and special recognition awards—with the exception of
labor's Jack Hennessy and Ross Von
Wiegand awards.
The committee has balanced
participation from EAPA members
representing regional, ethnic/cul-

tural, gender and other constituencies.
Input and suggestions should be
directed to these Awards Committee members:
• Charlie Durban, CEAP (Chair),
EAP Manager, AT&T, 1111 Woods
Mill Road, St. Louis, MO 63011;
(314) 891-3703.
•Mary Lou Finney,CEAP,Employee
Counseling Department,Corporate
Human Resources, HughesAircraft
Company,Building604/6101,P.O.
Box 3310, Fullerton, CA 92634;
(714) 732-2985.
• Gary Maltbia, CSAC, UAW EAP
Representative, CPC Assembly Division Fiarfax, UAW Local 31, 100
Kindelberger Road, Kansas City, KS
66115;(913) 573-7327.
• Malva Reid, CEAP, EAP Director,
AMTRAK, 400 N. Capitol Street,
NW, Room 635, Washington, DC
20001;(202) 906-4160.

703-522-4585

EAPA's

EEAPA's

strategic planning process was described on
page 9 of last month's issue of the Exchange. With
this month's FAXback Survey, Strategic Planning
Committee cochairs BradleyGooginsand Paul Sherman
ask members to help EAPA identify its future priorities.
Please complete this survey and fax it back to EAPA, at
(703) 522-4585, by May 15. Thank you.

Please check the box that describes your EAP:
❑ Internal management-only program
❑Internal labor-management program
0
What do you feel are the three
greatest threats and opportunities
facing the EAP field? (Please list in
order of priority.)

NAME
ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS

I

PHONE NUMB
❑Labor prograr n (member assistance program)
❑External servi ~e provider

0
What are the primary strategies
thatEAPsshould utilizetoincrease
their stature and influence?

over the next three years?

Threats (1)
over the next five years?

(2)
0
What forces will most change the
EAP practice over the next five
years?
What products and services do you
believe EAPA headquarters should
provide to members that it is not
already providing?

(3)

Opportunities (1)

(2)

What do you want EAPA to accomplish over the next year?

Any other comments or suggestions
about EAPA's strategic planning
process?

(3)

Members w/o fax machines are welcome
to mail resgonsses to EAPA headquarters.

`~

~~° ~=.`
~
~
~

Use another sheet of paper, if necessary.

EAPA's First L&PP Conference:
Optimism abounds as Congress
Commences 102nd Session

There

is something to be said for
a "first annual" conference.
Usually, it is attended by the
people with the greatest i nterest i n and
devotion to the subject matter. It provides more opportunity to converse
with the guest speakers and get to
know the other conference participants and brings with it a cordial,
informal ambience. This was the case
at the first annual EAPA Legislative &
Public Policy Conference, held on
Tuesday and Wednesday, March 12
and 13 at the Hyatt Regency in Wash-

ington, D.C.
About 75 EAPA members attended.
Despite the fact that the conference
was organized on short notice, it
brought together many members active in EAPA's public policy activities
on the state and federal levels. An
influential slate of speakers was also
arranged, which was primarily the
workof LindaCrawford,aformerchair
of EAPA's Legislative &Public Policy
Committee.
Point by point, here were some of
the conference highlights:

OSAP's Michael G. Dana was the L&PP
conference's keynote speaker.

EAPA President Dan Lanier and Executive Director Tom Delaney shared a moment with
Carol Cronin ofthe Washington Business Group on Health after she delivered a luncheon
keynote address on national health care reform.

• EAPA President Dan Lanier welcomed conferees on Tuesday morning. He reinforced the association's
intent to follow through on priorities
identified in its Public Policy Agenda
(published on pages 20-21 of the December 1990 issue of the Exchange).
Executive Director Tom Delaney also
extended h is welcome and best wishes
for an informative conference.
• Dr. Michael Dana, Deputy Associate Director, Office of Budget, Planning and Evaluation, Office of Substance Abuse Prevention, described
OSAP's various projects and funding
priorities. He explained that OSAP
was formed with the passage of the
Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986.
• Ron Weich, Chief Counsel, Senate
Committee on Labor and Human Resources, led off a panel of speakers
from congressional committees.EAPA
Executive Committee member Debra
Reynolds was the moderator. Weich

8
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said that his "boss," committee chair
Edward Kennedy, believes the current
National Drug Control Strategy overemphasizes law enforcement. Sen.
Kennedy, he said, also believes that
EAPs are an essential part of the strategy to reduce drug demand. The goal
of anti-drug initiatives, he said,should
be to "manage" the drug problem as
effectively as possible, and that ultimate "victory"was unrealistic. He
added that more emphasis needs to be
placed on compassion and that war
metaphors (e.g. "War on Drugs") are
inappropriate.
In regard to specific legislation,
Weich said that ADAMHA
reauthorization, which occurs in threeyear cycles, is coming due.
Reauthorization is akin to a sunset
provision, but gives lawmakers a
chance to reconsider the purpose of
an agency and extend its operation.
The main issues in the ADAMHA
reauthorization will be whether EAPs
will be recognized for their value,
whether the formula for disbursement
of grants will be changed, and how
money wil I be authorized for research
as opposed to services.

Shown from left to right are: Robert Levi, Ron Weich, Carrie Hillyard and Chris Putala.
These four Capitol Hill committee staffers provided straight-from-the-source commentary on legislation anticipated in the 102nd Congress.

Carrie Hillyard, Minority Research
Assistant, Senate Committee on Labor
and Human Resources, discussed
forthcoming legislation about drug
testing intheworkplace. Shecompared
bills being prepared by Sen. Orrin
Hatch and Rep. John Dingell.
Robert Levi, Legislative Director,
House Subcommittee on Compensation and Benefits, discussed the Federal Employee Health Benefits Program, aconglomeration of 300+ insurance plans that serves 11 million
beneficiaries at a cost of $13-$14 bil-

The breakfast meeting on Wednesday morning was an opportunity for EAP professionals
in attendance to meet with the governmental representatives of their companies or
unions.

lion annually. He said that currently
the Congressional Research Service is
reviewing the program to correct
problems with adverse selection and
look for ways to make coverages more
economical.
Levi said that reform legislation wil
have four goals: protect employees
from catastrophic losses; improve
coverage andreduce costs; exploitthe
program's market leverage through
better contract negotiation; and make
the program more comparable to private models, such as the one at General Motors (which has a CD/MH
carveout), and others.
Chris Putala, Professional Staff
Member,Senate Judiciary Committee,
discussed ways in which the private
treatment system can be helped. He
speculated on the viability of a treatment voucher experiment in which
federal dollars could be channeled to
private treatment providers.
• Luncheon speaker Carol Cronin,
Vice President, Washington Business
Group on Health, discussed activities
ofthe business coalition's Health Care
System Reform Committee. Three areas in which Democrats and Republicans in Congress agree reform is
needed, she said, pertain to serving
smal I business betterthrough the group
insurance market, malpractice, and
appropriateness-of-treatment criteria.
Two additional issues anticipated
during the 102nd Congress, Cronin
APRIL 1991
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Substance Abuse Prevention. The
presenters on state activities cited the
existence of "universal health care"
proposals-which "mimic" the Canadian system-in 11 states, and the ongoing struggle between EAPA's Californiachapters and three Knox-Keene
licensed companies.
• At the Legislative &Public Policy
Breakfast on V~Jednesday morning, to
which EAPA members were welcome
to invite their Washington lobbyists,
L&PP chair Miriam Aaron described
in detail the five elements of EAPA's
Public Policy Agenda. She also discussed preliminary results of a public

On the dias of a workshop about federal
agencies were Sharon Amatetti (front)
from NIDA, and (I-r) Roland Droitsch
from Dol, Henrick Harwood from
ONDCP, moderator and EAPA Board

member Jim O'Hair, and Carl Hampton
from OSAP.
added, will be whether to establish a
national health insurancefeeschedule,
and national taxation of health benefits.
She added that insurance reform in
Pennsylvania and Cleveland have
helped make health care services more
competitive. She foresees a system

one day in which consumers compare
hospitals by looking at where they fal
on a national health care index.
• In another panel, consultant Olive
Jacob expressed skepticism about the
recently released Foster Higgins health
care study.(See pages 34-36.) Herman
Diesenhaus,ofthe Office ofTreatment
Improvement, explained that the National Academy of Sciences plans to

begin a study of EAPs and other worksite programming. He expressed disappointment at the lack of a "selfcorrecting system of care" in the EAP
field, due in part, he said, to a lack of
consistent data elements among programs. He noted this as cause for a
lack of credible research on EAPs.
10
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Deb Beck, President, Drug and AIcohol Service Providers of Pennsylvania, noted that EAPs are presently at
the "fulcrum" of public policy debate
on health care. She said the pressure
applied by some HMOs and other
forms of managed care to rehabilitate
the addicted has led to quick fixes as
if inagameofNameThatTune.("I can
fix that patient in five notes.") Beck
added that many of these health care
mechanisms, whether admitted to or
not, have placed themselves in direct
competition with EAPs.("Why would
a CEO pay for an HMO,managed care
and EAP?")
•Other panels addressed the activities
of federal agencies and issues being
faced by the states. Commentary was
provided on projects underway at, and

services available from, the National
Institute on Drug Abuse, Office of
National Drug Control Policy, U.S.
Department of Labor, and Office of
Among the panelists who came up to bat
during the conference were (clockwise,
from top left): Herman Diesenhaus from
OTI, EAPA legislative consultant Ellen
Weber of the Legal Action Center, Tony
Aguilar, representing EAPA's California
public policy contingent,and NASADAD's
Diane Canova.

po I icy pol I that EAPA took ofthe states.
Ellen Weber concluded the conferencewith a d iscussion ofthe ADAMHA
reauthorization, which is an opportunity for EAPA to activate elements in
EAPA's Public Policy Agenda.
• Plans had been set for conference
attendees to visit their U.S. Senators
and Representatives on Capitol Hill.
However,a forecasted snowstorm iced
most of those plans.
• EAPA Board members in attendance
included Dan Lanier, Debra Reynolds,
Kevin Parker, Miriam Aaron, Claire

Fleming and Sally Lipscomb. Former
Board members in attendance included
Mary Bernstein, Linda Crawford and
Marcia Nagle.
In retrospect, attendees said the
conference was well worth the time

and expense. Executive Director Tom
Delaney hopes this auspicious start
wi I I set the pattern for successfu 1legislative &public policy conferences in
Cs~
coming years.

Thee ~S A chance
For Patents With Emotion.

We meet the problem of dual diagnosis head-on. We can
succeed even with your treatment resistant patients.
The Dual-Focus Program provides asingle-setting, comprehensive treatment in a warm, 12-step oriented milieu. Our
interdisciplinary staff of experienced professionals effectively
blends current psychiatric and substance abuse models to
meet the needs of each individual patient.
Located conveniently on Manhattan's Upper East Side,
Gracie Square Hospital is a 220-bed, 31 year old facility in
the forefront of high quality psychiatric care. For admissions
and other inquiries regarding the Dual-Focus Program call:

(212)988-4400 x476/540

Dual-Focus Program
carzE
Gracie Square Hospital, Inc. ~uaLrrx
and

420 East 76th Street, New York, NY 10021

PERSONAL REGARD

Grncre Square Hospital is approaed(or Blue Cross and most rnnjor rriedicnl insurance.
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Despite Going Broadbrush
b Definition
the Best EAPs,y
Need to Retain
Their Focus on Alcoholism
BY FRANK W. HUDDLESTON

n 1988, at the University of Utah
summer school, I first heard Dr.
Paul Roman speak about the Core
Technology ofEmployee Assistance
Programs. I was impressed when he
described the constructive confrontation as unique to EAPs. We EAP professionalsare the only ones in organizations who provide this function.
Constructive confrontation is a sophisticated term for what we used to
describe as pulling the drunk off the
barstool and hauling him offto a "drying-out" facility. Some alcoholism
counselors did this! This was done, in
some organizations—albeit veryfew—
before the proliferation of laws regulating personnel practices and treatment of employees in the workplace,
and before alcoholism counselors focused on the job-performance criteria. The process was a confrontation
and the poor alcoholic probably did
not think that it was constructive.
Myths abound regarding this practice inthe early days of our profession.
The practiceofgoingout in the middle
ofthe nightto "save" an alcoholic and
the "witch hunt" by supervisors lookingfor alcoholics was not widespread
and existed only in isolated companies.
JOE WARREN, LEWIS PRESNALL
AND SULLY SULLIVAN
The late Joe Warren,who operated the
New York TransitAlcoholism Program,
had one of the best, if not one of the
most unusual, programs. Joe received
12
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a printout of any employee who was
absent without leave for more than
three days. Joe would go to find the
employee, whether at home or in a
bar, and (assuming the employee was
drinking) bring him before a panel of
his union representatives and his supervisor. They would all discuss the
wayward employee's situation and
determine that, in order to keep his
job, he would be shipped off to a
treatment center. I am not endorsing
this, nor am I recommending it.
However, it worked wel I for that organization. Oftentimes these kinds of
programs operated successfully because of the personality or the charisma of the director. Joe was such a
person.

FRANK W. HUDDLESTON is national

marketing director for Cottonwood Treatment Centers, based in Tucson, Arizona.
Among his many career achievements, he
worked for 18 years as manager of regional
employee counseling programs in Corporate Human Resources at Hughes Aircraft
Company. He has served as section leader
for industrial programs for the University
of Utah Summer School on Alcoholism
and Other Drug Dependencies for the past
21 years.
Huddleston was the first president of
ALMACA(now cal led EAPA),serving from
1971-74.

Perhaps the first step our field took
toward our "technology" of employee
assistance occurred when Lewis
Presnallsaid thatjob-performance criteriawere the only way to identify and
help troubled people through the
workplace. This technology was furtherrefined when Doyle Lindley added
job-performance criteriatotheJellenik
chart, which shows how alcohol impairs aperson and his corresponding
recovery occurs.
Usi ng job performance as a method
to identify the impaired employee
meant that we had a way to help
peopleotherthanalcoholics. Manyof
us encountered situations wherein
supervisors wanted help with an employee who manifested symptoms of
alcoholism,butwhodidnotdrink. My
longtime colleague, A.J. "Sully"
Sullivan, then of Standard Oil and the
second president of ALMACA (now
called EAPA), once described an employee who slurred his speech, had
tremors, was seen stumbling back to
the corporate office after lunch, and
had every observable symptom of
being under the influence of alcohol.
When the employee was brought to
Medical and interviewed bySully,then
examined by the medical director,
Gordon Richmond,the employee was
found to have a brain tumor. He never
drank.
Once we began to use job performance, the employee alcoholism
programs became a receptacle for
problemsotherthanalcoholism. Many
programs around the country changed

their names to reflect more accurately
what they did. From employee alcoholism, programs became more broadly
based to include all types of personal
problems, and we encountered the
controversy of the early 1970s over the
term "broadbrush." People were concerned about losing the alcoholism focus. That has not proven to be the case
with successful EAPs.
The reason is clear. EAPs which
focus on constructive confrontation and
which provide supervisory consultation have staying power. Those EAPs
that don't probably won't last. Employers, supervisors and human resource staff regard the EAP as the one
function in the organization that knows
about "tough love." The EAP knows
how to handle an alcoholic full of denial and adept at placing blame on the
supervisor, the company, the union,
the spouse,and on anyone else s/he can
blame—other than himself or herself.

CONSTRUCTIVE
CONFRONTATION
With the growth of external vendors
providing EAPs, it seems that some aspects oftheconstructive confrontation—
andperhaps most ofthe su pervisor consultation aspects—of the EAP are diluted or lost. These tasks require time
and skill. Supervisors will listen to
advice from someone who they feel has
the expertise to advise them regarding a
problem employee.
When I was with Employee Counseling at Hughes Aircraft, we heard about
an employee in England whose alcoholrelated behaviors were making him
notorious. Instead of referring the employee to counseling, his manager
transferredhimto~apan. Thisemployee
was a super salesman whose performancedeteriorated while in Japan. He
was again transferred, this time to the
United States. Finally, his manager at
one of Hughes' divisions called Employee Counseling, but with a decree
that we turn this employee around as
soon as possible or he would be ter-

"Supervisors will listen to
advice from someone who
they feel has the expertise
regarding a problem
employee."
urinated. This manager had written one
of the best pieces of documentation
have ever seen:

easier back then? It does seem to me to
be more complex now. Drinking, indeed substance abuse, is different. In
American business, I am observing a
backlash againstpayingforalcoholand
drugtreatment. An executiveofamajor
manufacturing company recently said
to me that American business is tired of
paying such high costs for alcohol and
drug treatmentfor a smal I percentage of
its employees. When I countered this
by citing the high cost of open-heart
surgeries and cancer treatment,this executive gave me a knowing smile and
said,"Yes, but there is sti I I a feel ing that
alcohol and drug abuse isself-inflicted."

The employee did not show up at
scheduled appointments,longlunches, GETTING LOST IN THE DRUG
unexcused absenteeism, customer ISSUES
complaints, and so forth.
However,the manager did want to
talk to the employee. He wanted Employee Counseling to do its job of confronting the employee. With our supportand advice, the manager "cooled"
his frustration, gave the employee the
written warning and sent him onto
Employee Counseling. Counseling the
employee wasonlyoneofourfunctions.
The real test was provid i ng consu Itation
to the supervisor, who was a degreed
scientist but had few managerial skills.
Much ofthe behavior ofthe alcoholism counseling industry in the early
days—behavior that has sometimes
been maligned—was that of making
what we know is an AA Twelve Step
call. The difference is that it was made
by a professional counselor working in
a company, necessitated by a lack of
treatment resources. On the west coast,
we did not have a choice of treatment
facilities until 1974-75. Priortothat, we
used detox for physically ill employees
and matched them with someone from
A.A.
Currently, we have multi-levels of
alcoholism treatment: inpatient, outpatient, day treatment, and many combinations of the above.
Perhaps it is my advanced age. Do
all who have grown up in a movement
look back and say it was better,simpler,

Certainly, there has been abuse in the
treatment field, and we are all paying
for that abuse with an inability to get
third-party payors for treatment. What
concerns me today is an attitude where
see alcoholism and the concepts we
have developed to handle alcoholism
in the workplace getting lost in the
attitudes around drugs.
We all know that the drug-free
workplace initiatives stress drugs other
than alcohol. The big "enemy" now is
drugs. Alcohol is okay, drugs are not.
My view is that these initiatives have
had little impacton users. Many people
in business and industry know someone who has grappled with alcohol.
"We al I drink," so alcohol is considered
safe, but drugs are not. The popular
view is that drug addicts or drug users
tend to be younger, perhaps irresponsible, and not so interested in their
careers.
The establishment view on drug
abuse is punitive, much like it was 25
years ago. Then, it was about as easy to
go into an organization and talk about
syphilis as about alcoholism. The
emergence of EAPs, the professionalism of EAPs, and the high regard for
many EAPs by corporate leadership has
helped to reduce the stigma around
alcoholism and alcoholic employees.
APRIL 1991
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The fact is that all of us knew in
1970,and knoweven moretoday,that
there are very few "pure" alcoholics.
Then,many had used other substances:
marijuana, tranquilizers, amphetamines,and some even used LSD. But
for us then, for the most part, we had
alcohol as our drug of choice. Now
alcohol often is not the drug of choice.
The current popular concept, supported by the frequent reference to
"drugs—and alcohol," is that many
people do not consider alcohol an
addictingdrug. Federal programs have
stressed directly and indirectly a concept of "drugs" as illegal and harmful,
but alcoholic beverages, implicitly,
are okay.
In treatment, we see that patients
whoareeithervoluntarilyseekinghelp,
or being forced to seek help,for use of
"hard drugs" (cocaine, heroin, methamphetamine, etc.) are considering
beer or other alcoholic beverages as
unimportant. Some of the factors that
may influence this attitude are:
• Cost—The "hard drugs" are expensive. The price of asix-pack seems
inconsequential.
• Cultural acceptance. If you are a
Hispanic male, you drink beer; if you
are Black, scotch is the drink; the
Polish drink is vodka, etc.
• The intensity of the immediate
physiological response. Beerdoes not
createthe immediate rush orthe intense
compulsive cravingofthe harderdrugs,
and drug-induced euphoria takes
longer to achieve.
It is difficult to get people to believe
that a drug is a drug is a drug. Drugdependent people who give up one
mood-altering substance frequently

" The 'hard drugs' are
expensive. The price of a
six-pack seems
inconsequential."
substitute another, unless they understand and accept the concept of absoluteabstinence. Ninety percent of the
time, the recovering addict who becomescross-dependent returns to the
primary addiction.
The lack of education given to
employees about equivalencies is
unfortunate. Beer and wine may still
be widely advertised on television;
hard liquor may not. But most people
are not informed that there is as much
addicting alcohol in a can of beer as in
a shot of whiskey as in four ounces of
wine.
With the complexities ofthe changing scene in substance abuse, it appears to me that the employees who
come to an EAP today are sicker than
those we dealt with years ago. Many
have neurological damage and thought
d isordersfrom the substances they have
used. Iftheirdrugofchoice iscocaine,
they may be financially bankrupt de-
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spite being largely undamaged physically. When an alcoholic is bankrupt,
s/he is usually physically ill, suffering
major job-performance impairment,
and can be made highly motivated to
accept treatment. The cocaine addict
has some arrogance, still believingthe
drug will work, and has little guilt or
remorse. The cocaine addict also has
atendencytoward relapseaftera longer
period of abstiHence than the alcoholic.
Whatdoes all this mean forthe EAP
counselor? These folks take time! More
ti me is needed to motivate to treatment
and more follow-up time is needed.
Most EAPs, already understaffed and
faced with cutbacks and restrictions
on benefits to cover addiction, do not
have this luxury and are themselves
frustrated. Often, we deal with only
the most motivated cases, those who
comefrom a key supervisor(therefore,
"more important'), and those clients
we like and enjoy working with. The
EAP is forced to make tough priority
cases in these situations.
Also,drug cases(people whose drug
of choice is a drug other than alcohol)
can be frustrating because their jobperformance deterioration is often
different. It may not show up until late
in the addiction process. Sure, job
performance is job performance, but
most supervisors do not call the EAP
until the latter stages of the disciplinary process. An addict may be quite
far into his disease before confronted
by his management or shop steward.
What I am saying is that when Lew
Presnall gave us the job-performance
criteria over 25 years ago for confrontingtroubled employees, he gave
us the key that is used today in successfulemployee assistance programs.
Today, one of our concerns is that
we may lose the alcohol focus in the
drug-free workplace initiatives. I think
these initiatives will cause some
companies to establish an EAP simply
to satisfy a requirement for rehabilitation. They will do this, and many of
these EAPs will not last beyond the
need to fulfill some requirement. Anotherconcern in our field is to be able
to survive managed care without losing the EAP and its use of supervisor
consultation, a function that is not
provided by other types of programming.0urchallenge istoworktogether
with benefits personnel so that we can
secure cost-effective treatment.
C~

Can the Alcohol and Drug
Treatment System be Saved?
BY JOHN D. McPEAKE, Ph.D., CAS

• Patient Commits Suicide after Termination of Benefits
• Discharge From Inpatient Program
Yields Multi-Million Dollar Lawsuit
• Rehabilitation Treatment Center
Closes Its Doors Aher 40 Years
• MergersandAcquisitionsDominate

Alcohol and Drug Treatment Field
•State ofthe Art Corporate EAP Eliminated; Expense Reduction Cited
nlikely headlines?

Not in

1991. Due to the stresses of
a failing economy, rising
health care costs and rapid
changes in the treatment of addiction,
every professional in the treatment
system is facing the dilemma of alternately catering to patients, insurance
companies and third-party payors. In
the past, referral and the treatment of

addiction was a relatively quick threestepprocess. First step—the EAP practitioner evaluates and refers an employee to an inpatient treatment program; step two—the patient is treated
for 28 days and released to continuing
care and needed outpatient services;
step three—the patient is encouraged
to attend Alcoholics Anonymous, is
monitored by the EAP, and returns
effectively to the work force.
In fact, now when an EAP practitioner refers a client to treatment for
alcohol or other drug addictions, it
follows this roundabout process: The
EAP practitioner assesses, but can't
refer the client because s/he needs to
be certified for treatment by a thirdparty review organization. The prac-

titioner must convince the review organization of the client's eligibility. If
the client is not certified, then treatment isdenied; if precertified,then the
client can enter treatment. The third
party then checks the progress of the
client on a weekly or biweekly basis

and scrutinizes whether or not the
patient should stay in the hospital.
Ifthe third party determines, before
eitherthe EAP orthe clinician,thatthe
patientshould bedischarged,inpatient
benefits are terminated. Then the clinicianand EAP practitioner musttryto
sustain the benefits while the patient

struggles with the news. If denial is
upheld, the client either pays for or
leaves treatment, usually the latter.
Twenty-eight days of treatment has
become a thing of the past.
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HOW DID WE GET HERE?
After the emergence of A.A. in 1935,a
small group of dedicated white men
and a smaller group of white women
modeled apeer-supported, spiritual
fellowship, with a program of recoveryfrom alcoholism. It was known as
"The 12 Steps." Having been stigmatized and considered hopeless as a
result of their alcoholism by most professionals and laypeople, alcoholics
developed their own recovery movementoutside ofthe existing social and

health care structures. Success in A.A.,
for some alcoholics, led to growth and
expansion. Ever-present dangers of
commercialism, politicalization and
the cult of personality were restrained
by the 12 Traditions and a set of
community norms. The apocryphal
story here,ofcou rse, isA.A.co-founder
Bill Wilson's rejection of an offer by
Charles Townes to manage Mr.
Townes' hospital.
As a result of personal recovery,
individual members of A.A. who
worked in industry demonstrated that,
on occasion,sharingtheirexperiences
of recovery with a similarly afflicted
fellow employee could lead to that
individual's recovery. Enlightened
managers, sometimes recovering
themselves,supported and encouraged
this process. From time to time, there
was the necessity for hospital-based
detoxification services. In the absence
of such services, individuals were
sometimes withdrawn from alcohol in
private homes under the direction of
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experienced recovering people using
titrated doses of alcohol.
Thus originated the freestanding
treatment center. Over time, all of
these services became professionalized
and institutionalized. EAPs emerged,
as did detoxification units made up of
specialized counselors, nurses and
physicians in small numbers. Unique
and historic combinations of these
services emerged in places like Beech
Hill Hospital(1948), Hazelden (1949)
and Chit Chat (1957). Occasionally,
humanitarian employers arranged
payment or insurance benefits for
"alcoholism," which was recognized
as an illness by the mid-50s. (Not the
firsttime, historically, butperhapswith
the most sweeping social Implications.)
But despite the excitement of this
nascent aspect of the American health
care system, its development was on
balance, yet small and with little
general impact. It would no doubt
have surprised everyone concerned
that, by 1980, it would be fashionable
to identify oneself as a recovering
person.
The circumstances which catapultedthis smal Isocial system into the
forefront of American consciousness
and into the middle of the health care
debate in the 1980s and 90s are not
completely clear. It is important to
recognize, however, that the debate
over the expansion and cost of health
care would be going on even if there
were no such things as addiction and
its treatment.
Some of the issues involved, however, can be identified. From within
this system came claims of dramatic
success. It was claimed that individuals treated within the system were
identified by EAPs, sent to inpatient
treatment, encouraged to participate
in A.A., got well, and lived happily
ever after. As the treatment system
grew bigger and became more visible,
these claims were subject to methods
of evaluation which are generally
employed in our culture. While some
of the results were encouraging,some
16
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"...rather than
associating itself
with rehabilitation
systems, the alcohol
treatment system
chose the
acute-care model."
were not. This is not the place to
review the research literature, but a
neutral reviewer would see the reasonable questions this research raises
despite the fact that champions and
detractors oftreatment sometimestake
irrational stands.
As the system developed, a danger
of incentives and commercialism that
was observed early by A.A. members
reared its ugly head. (The incident
about Bill Wilson and CharlesTownes
serves again as the example of this.)
There was a profit to be made in the
treatment of alcoholism, and the business of American is business, after all.
There has always been ambivalence
about health care and hospitals as
profit centers. As a counterpoint, the
American health care system, often
motivated by profit and entrepreneurial spirit, is the envy of the world. Yet
profit has spoiled the alcohol and drug
treatment system to a large extent.
Overcharging, overtreating, questionableadvertising with sometimes empty
promises, and the "payoff" have
scarred the field and eroded public
and payor confidence.
A third issue is the selection of an
acute, hospital-based model of treatment. American health care is justifiably known for its excellent response

to emergency and acute health care
problems. There is no better health
care system, nor any finer health care
professionals to treat an open, traumatic health injury or to do a triple
bypass. But the health care system has
never done as well with chronic conditions. In fairr~ess, this may be inherent inchronic conditions, but it is also
related to our ability to apply high
technology and quick solutions versus
slower, more tedious methods and
solutions. Unfortunately, rather than
associating itself with rehabilitation
systems, the alcohol treatment system
chose the acute-care model. This is
the wrong approach. A well-developed model of long-term rehabilitation
medicine exists and it would be beneficia) to explore and become more
involved with this system and its models of care.
The alcohol treatment system also
has developed a high level of rigidity
and parochialism about the circumstances that lead to addiction and recovery. Due to its close connection
with A.A., the system accepts A.A.compatiblesolutions but rejects most
other approaches almost as a matter of
dogma. Despite the fact that contemporaryreal itysuggests that just as there
are many routes into sickness, it also
suggests that there may be many paths
to wellness. Aversion treatment, to
take but one example, is appropriate
for some patients, and there is good
evidence to support this. Antabuse,
methadone and naltrexone are suitable treatment for others. Psychopharmacology is a necessary modality
for still other patients. But these and
other old and new therapeutic modalities are unwelcome for the most
part in the alcohol treatment system.
There are also biases in the system
which are exclusionary. The historic
development of A.A. is based on the
biases ofwhite,middle-class Christian
males. The philosophy has been fellowship-based, yet concurrently inhospitable to the intellect. How then
does A.A. work for women, blacks,

native Americans, humanists, etc?
Frankly, the growth of Women for
Sobriety, the Secular Organization for
Sobriety, the Native American RecoveryMovement,and othersimilarorganizations speaktothe need to diversify
and broaden the framework of treatment. Many ofthe treatment concepts
which are employed were developed
for and are most appropriate to an
employed-white-male-middle- class
population.
Perhaps one of the most disturbing
aspects of the treatment portion of the
system is an over-reliance on "28-day
programming," initially connected to
a failure to do genuine clinical assessmentand clinicalwork. For no reason
other than insurance payment and
custom, the 28-day model was enshrined and is still irrationally defended. Despite this, some patients
need only outpatient services, some
need only brief inpatient help,and sti II
others need very lengthy inpatient
treatment coupled with other structured residential treatment. Who has
ever meta patient who actually needed
precisely 28 days of treatment? Patients in this model were often processed, not treated, by a programdrivenassembly-lineapproach. Clinicians balk at this approach. Each
patient needs to be assessed and a
regimen of treatment must be developedwith the patients active collaboration, as wel I as his or her EAP's. The
regimen needstoencompass, notonly
needed inpatient care, but also partial
hospitalizations, evening treatment
other professional help, A.A., N.A.,
etc.
A further difficulty with the system
is the irresponsible extension of the
concept of illness to conditions unrelatedtoalcoholand drugdependence.
With great effort, the alcohol and drug
treatment system helped to gain recognition ofalcoholism and other drug
dependencies as illnesses. There is a
tremendous weight ofevidence attributable to research from the National
Institute on Alcoholism and Alcohol

Abuse (NIAAA) which supports this
interpretation. The concept of illness
has not, however,been extended to al
others
significant
family
(codependence), behavioral disorders
(sexual addiction), or even to "everything" (spiritual sickness), since attachment to things represents
humanity's central spiritual disorder
and this is the same as the addict's
attachment to his drugs. Some argue
that all these people need 28 days of
treatment because oftheir addictions.
This expansion of the illness concept
has made the treatment system look
not only anti-intellectual, but at times
ridiculous. It has also threatened the
viability of the illness concept itself.
A NEW REHABILITATION/
CHRONIC-DISEASE MODEL IS
NEEDED TO SAVE THE SYSTEM
What wiI I the outcome be? Can the
alcoholism treatmentsystem be saved?
The answer is a resounding "yes". The
treatment system is a new social
structure, at best only a few decades
old. The treatmentsystem,as a whole,
makes a genuine contribution to society by moving sick, drug-dependent
people toward a more healthy life. In
its entirety, it is valuable, but its structure and function are changing and
need to change even more. The
system's partici pants, I i ke the recovering person, must accept and understand present social reality and move
forward from the current entrenched
position. This change is, and will be,
painful. However, the change will
come and it wi I I either be managed by
members of the present system, or
they wi I I be managed by the changes.
The treatment system particularly
needs to look toward new models.
One model, which would be very
appropriate for the system to explore,
is the "rehabilitation model." This
model has evolved from the fields of
developmental disabilities, physical
medicine rehabilitation, vocational

rehabilitation, and other similar disciplines. Physical medicine rehabilitation and the various rehabilitation organizations(e.g. National Association
of Rehabilitation Facilities, National
Association of Rehabilitation Counselors, Commission of Accreditation
of Rehabilitation Facilities, and the
Easter Seal Society)have much to teach
about peoplewith disabilitiesandtheir
lifetime rehabilitation.
The treatment system, because of
the stigmatization of alcoholism,grew
upoutsideofand independentofother
social structures. While the treatment
system wassmalI,self-contained, made
few claims about itself, and consumed
relatively few health care dollars, it
could basically do and say what it
wanted. Few cared or noticed. Now
thetreatmentsystems needstointegrate
itself and appears to have chosen the
acute care medical model with its
emphasis on expensive hospitalization and high-technology equipment.
This, justifiably attracts intense scrutiny. The rehabilitation model appropriatefor people with d isabi I itiesseems
desirable. Alcoholicsalreadyfitwithin
the recentAmericans With Disabilities
Act of 1989.
The rehabilitation model would
offer an eclecticism that the treatment
system needs, as opposed to its current, rigid view of how to help the
drug-disabled. The rehabilitation
model also offers tremendous social
support for treating disabilities. The
model encompasses gender,as wel I as
racial and cultural groups, in a more
effective manner than the current
model. Interestingly, the treatment
system would have much to offer to
the rehabilitation field, as many of the
patients and clients in the various disability groups have untreated drug
dependence. The treatment system's
expertise would bea pointofexchange
and strength as the system learns from
the general rehabilitation field.
Through such collaboration and
refocusing, the treatment system can
~
be rejuvenated and enhanced.
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NAATP AND ASAM READY TO FINALIZE
PATIENT CARE CRITERIA

There

have been at least 40 sets of
patient-care criteria put into practice to regulate the admission to and
course of treatment for alcohol and
drug problems. Some of them have
been well publicized while others are
kept secret under the cloak of"proprietary"information. Thevariouscriteria
have been developed, for the most
part, by hospitals and treatment facilities, managed care and utilization review companies, and EAPs formally
practicing managed care.
Still,there is nocommonlyaccepted
industry standard, and some of the
criteria are reportedly not very effective. The National Association of Addiction Treatment Providers and the
American SocietyforAddiction Medicine have been collaborating on a
joint project it hopes wi I I resolve these
concerns. They are nearly finished
with an 18-month project which will
culminate shortly in the release of an
extensive document entitled,"ASAM/
NAATP Patient Placement Criteria."
Thecriteria isessentiallycompleted,
having undergone 12 drafts and review by more than 1,400 professionals in a variety of treatment and treatment-related fields. The document
addresses two categories of patients:
adults, and adolescents ages 13-17. It
specifies four levels of care relative to
patient placement. They are:
• Level 1-- outpatient services.
• Level 2-- partial hospitalization/
intensive outpatient services.
• Level 3-- medically monitored
intensive inpatient services.
• Level 4-- medically managed intensive inpatient services.
NAATP originally developed criteria for adult alcohol and drug treatment in 1985 and adolescents in 1989.
The forthcoming ASAM/NAATP criteria, however, is described as an
"evolutionary document" by having
undergone a more extensive process
of professional peer review. It also
emphasizes psychosocial issues, a
phenomenon relatively new to many
treatment plans. According to
NAATP's project officer, Richard
Weedman, who works professionally
as president of Healthcare Network,
Inc., an addictions and behavioral
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health consulting firm located in
Florida, "The criteria will assert a
definition of medical necessity for
treatment beyond withdrawal from
alcohol and drug dependence or addiction, in addition to any psychiatric
or physical health problem. Medical
necessity in this document has been
expanded to look at the comprehensive biopsychosocial aspects of the
patient."
The criteria will also provide the
alcohol/drug treatment industry
(Weedman says it has grown from a
"field" into an "industry") by speeding
its transition from location care to as-

Richard Weedman
sessing levels or intensities of services.
Says Weedman, "The focus is on
medically managed treatment, from
intensive inpatient to extended outpatient. The criteria carry the implicit
message that faci I ities shou Id have the
resources available to treat various
severities of addiction and help treatment professionals to understand that
they can humanely move patients
throughout the levels of care, and do it
cost effectively."(ASAM,incidentally,
is represented by David Mee-Lee,
M.D., chair of ASAM's Standards and
Economics of Care Committee. He
works professionally as associate
medical director for Parkside Medical
Services Corporation.)
The criteria cite six factorsforwh ich
individual patientsshouldbeevaluated
to determine the level of care:
(1) acute intoxication and/or withdrawal potential.
(2) biomedical conditions and
complications.

(3)emotional/behavioral conditions
or complications.
(4)treatment acceptance/resistance.
(5) relapse potential.
(6) recovery environment.
The criteria asserts that patients need
to be evaluated throughout the treatment process to determine whether
theyare receivingtheappropriate level
of care. Evaluation ofthefamilyshould
also be a standard part of treatment
plans.
Why has this criteria been developed? It is more than just the need
redress reported incidents of managed
care firms indiscriminately denying
treatment, which might be the first
issuetocometo mind. It is alsotohelp
treatment professionals refinetheirown
case management systems in recognition of a changing alcohol- and drugabuse population. "The alcohol treatmentsystem developed out of the late
1950s and early 1960s, when the
population of alcoholics was much
more homogeneous,"says Weedman.
"Treatment settings used a programdriven model in which everyone underwent asimilar therapeutic experience and process to help them relate
to their addiction. Done uniformly,
patients were usually released after
the same length of stay. The clinical
characteristics of the alcohol population has changed. To help the patient
achieve and sustain recovery,we need
to consider the concom itant emotiona I,
behavioral, biomedical and physicalhealth issues. There are also socioeconomic and cultural factors.
Therefore,there has been a subtle, but
vary dramatic, change to a clinicaldrivenmodel oftreatment. As patients
move through treatment i n the cl i n ical
model, they also deal with the resolution of concomitant problems.
"There has also been the matter of
professional development. The alcohol field grew out of the self-help
movement and the 'clinicians' of that
day were mostly laypeople. As other
health care professionals became involved, such as social workers, certifiedalcoholism counselors, psychologists, and physicians specializing in
addictions, treatment providers have
become more clinically sophisticated
in understanding the dynamic nature
of alcoholism."
Implicit in Weedman's remarks,the
criteria also take into account crossaddiction and dual-diagnosis issues.
Whereas treatment for associated

emotional and psychological problems
in addiction had, and in some cases
continues to be, treated in fragments,
Weedman asserts that patient care
today should be holistic in focus.
Much as the character addictive
behavior is changing, Weedman anticipates that the ASAM/NAATP Pa-

tient Care Criteria will be an evolutionarydocument. Persons wanting a
copy of the soon-to-be-released criteria should make inquiries to NAATP
at: 25201 Paseo de Alicia, Suite 100,
Laguna Hills, CA 92653; (714) 8373038.

DRINKING PROBLEMS AMONG
OLDER ADULTS
The following is excerpted from the
Spring 1991 issue of Prevention File:
Alcohol, Tobacco and Other Drugs,
published by the UniversityofCalifornia at San Diego Extension, Alcohol
and Other Drug Studies.

The

number of older adults in the
United States doubled between
1950 and 1980. Eleven percent of the
current U.S. population is over 60,
and by the year 2030,one out of every
four Americans will be 60 or over.
This demographic trend has made
it imperative to know more about the
health problems of older Americans,a
consideration that led to convening of
the Surgeon General's Workshop on
Health Promotion and Aging in 1988.
One important result of that gathering
of experts was a series of recommendationsfor dealing with alcohol problems among older persons.
[Among its findings...] Treatment
and recovery programs for older personswith alcohol problems should be
community-based rather than hospital-based. There should be networking among state and local service
agencies to improve identification,
referral, and treatment of older alcoholics...
Studies show that women are more
likelythan mentostartdrinkingheavily
later in life, and single women are
more likely than married women to
have an alcohol problem. A study of
100 men and women over 55 in treatmentfor alcoholism reported in 1985
to the Journal of Alcohol and Drug
Education found that 77 of them usually drank alone.
Alcohol problems among older
citizens often are compounded with
otherdrugs. Mixingalcoholwithoverthe-counter or prescription drugs is a
common trap, and one which can be
fatal.
Some ofthe d iagnostic too Is used to

detect drinking problems in younger
people are not as useful where older
people are concerned. Absenteeism
and problems at work which often
reveal drinking in younger men and
women do not occur in those who are
retired ordo not havejob responsibilities. And even when older alcoholics
are still working, their colleagues or
employers may wink at the evidence
of their drinking problem. '"After all,
old )oe will be retiring soon..."
Older adults also are less likely to
have run-ins with the police or otherwise get into trouble with the law,
events which can call attention to an
alcohol problem. Manyelderlypeople
receive health care from a number of

different providers,so information that
might point to an alcohol problem is
never viewed comprehensively by a
single practitioner. Often, behavior
resulting from heavy drinking is attributed to depression or some other
mental illness.
There is a bright spot in this picture.
Treatment providers report that older
adults, when confronted with the reality of their alcohol problem, are more
willing than younger persons to enter
a recovery program and stick with it.
[An article from Family Physician]
calls for better community and family
education about alcohol and the elderly. It urges greater coordination
among physicians, social agencies,
geriatric mental health agencies, and
persons knowledgeable about the financial and transportation needs of
the geriatric population.
Helping older adults deal with alcoholproblems may mean gettingthem
interested in volunteer work or otherwise changi ng a sol itary I ifestyle. They
often need transportation to broaden
theirsocial lifeortoattend meetingsof
support groups such as Alcoholics
Anonymous.
C~
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ALMACA/EAPA 1971-91
In Two Decades From
the "Birth of a Notion"
to the Birth of a
Profession and Beyand
Editor's Note: Across the next 14
pages, the Exchange commemorates
the first 20 years of EAPA/ALMACA
and many of its accomplishments in
this "Special Advertising Section."
Also highlighted are brief reflections
from our past presidents on the
growth and development of the
association.
he date was Tuesday, April
21, 1971. The place was
the conference room of the
Alcoholism Council of
Greater Los Angeles. By most
accounts, some 40-50 people were
present.
They were there at the invitation
of what was then known as the
National Council on Alcoholism.
NCA, now the National Council on
Alcoholism and Drug Dependencies, had called the meeting in the
spirit of a comment attributed to one
of those present. "I did not get into
this field very far before I crashed
into loneliness again. I felt very

much alone in almost all the work
did...", the person said.
The "work" he referred to was
what would become known as
occupational alcoholism programming. The pioneers in that World
War II vintage mode of helping
alcohol-troubled persons in the

workplace had come to recognize

FRANK W. HUDDLESTON
1971-74
"The major
,Y. ,~ '
change that I
am delighted
with more than
`.`
anything else
is professional
certification. Believe it or
not, the topic was first
raised in the early 1970s as
a possible project for
ALMACA. I am glad to see
that EAPA has assumed its
proper leadership position."
Frank oversaw the process by which
ALMACA was awarded a $575,000 grant
from NIAAA, which helped to establish
the association nationally

the critical need to communicate
with and share their experiences
with one another so that they might
learn from one another and thus be
of greater help to the work organizations and the human beings they
dealt with.
What developed at that first
meeting would later be described as
"The Birth of a Notion." As it
happened, many people charged
with operating industrial alcoholism
programs had been thinking of such
an organization for some time, in
part to relieve the chill of "loneliness" that they felt.
So it proved to be a fairly simple
task for those who had pondered
their collective situation to establish
an organization that would facilitate the sharing and learning for
which so many so clearly saw the
need.
The tentative reasons and possible objectives of such an organization, as the group identified them,
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were:
~ To meet
periodically and
develop methods
of communication
so that experiences and methodologies could
be shared, and
programs improved.
~
~ To develop
methods of record
keeping and
collection of uniform data and
statistics.
~ To develop uniform and
improved methods of evaluating
business and industrial programs.
~ To develop job descriptions and
job qualifications for labor-management administrators and consultants.
~ To develop improved training
programs and materials.
~ To develop improved standards
and techniques for providing
consulting services to labor and
management.
On the strength of the promise
foreshadowed in these objectives,
the people in the room voted
unanimously in favor of creating
such an organization. They didn't
even have a name for their group
yet, but they nonetheless elected a
president, asecretary-treasurer, and
an executive committee. Many of
the names are legendary to the EAP
field. Frank Huddleston was elected
the first president, Jim Ray as
Secretary-Treasurer, and other
Executive Committee Members
included Will Foster, A.J. "Sully"
Sullivan, Ross Von Wiegand, Don
Sandin, Joe Zuska, Jess Macbeth,
Morris Lookout and Art Stump.
Before the end of the day, the
executive committee had initiated
the drafting of a set of bylaws and a
code of ethics, and had come up
22
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with a suggested name for the
THE 1970s
organization. That name, of course,
was the Association of Labor'
On April 10, 1972, the
Management Administrators and
association's first annual meeting
Consultants on Alcoholism, or
was held in Kansas City, Missouri.
ALMACA, as it was immediately
Fifty applications for membership
christened.
were approved. Today, the
The organization remained
organization's membership is
ALMACA until aseven-fold majority
headed for the 7,000 mark.
of its members voted in the summer
'
In 1973, at the second annual
of 1989 to rename it Employee
meeting in Washington, D.C., the
Assistance Professionals Association,
association's Board of Directors
or EAPA, as we are now known.
Between that April day in 1971
and the 20th anniversary date in
April 1991, the men and women
who have involved themselves in

ADOLPH J. "SULLY"
SULLIVAN, 1974-76
"I look back
r
~, . ,
on the 197476 period as a
~,.
time of great
growth and
resolution
~~ µ ,
~,
when recovering alcoholics
and Ph.D.s in our field developed arespect for each
other's talents. I am glad to
see the same kind of mutual
respect among today's EAP
professionals."

~.'~ ...,

Sully helped ALMACA to become
financially solvent after the NIAAA grant
expired. The first executive director was
hired during his tenure.
ALMACA/EAPA have developed the
most humane and most consistently
successful models for identifying
troubled employees and helping
them regain normal, productive
lives, while saving a considerable
amount of money for the employers
who have had the foresight and
business acumen to adopt employee
assistance programs.
What follows are some of the
landmarks.

PAULA. SHERMAN,1976-78
.:
" Today's EAPs
~.
are infinitely
more complex
than earlier
programs, and
have profound
effects on human resources,
managed care and wellness,
yet still retain their unique
ability to motivate the
chemically dependent person to get well."
Paul fostered new partnerships with
federal agencies antl strengthened ties
with organized labor
submitted a grant proposal to the
fledgling National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. The
purpose of the proposal was to
conduct basic research on models of
occupational programming that
would enable employers to imple-

ment programs without reinventing
the wheel. An emphasis was placed
on developing record-keeping
systems.
That grant was awarded to the
association effective July 1, 1974, in
the amount of $575,776, which was
disbursed over atwo-year period.
The purposes of the grant were to:
► Participate in a study to determine the importance of occupational program cost benefit analyses
and ascertain what specific data
would be of value.
► Explain the record-keeping
systems then in use.
~ Analyze the people engaged in
occupational programming.
Ultimately, the goal was to use
this information to help companies
entering the field get a head start in
implementing programs.
In August 1974, ALMACA set up
its national headquarters in Atlanta,
Georgia and began hiring profes-
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sional staff,
including the
association's first
executive director,
Jim Ray. The first
chapter was
established in San
Francisco, and
five others
followed in 1975,
in Chicago,
~

Detroit, Los
Angeles, New

York City and
Washington, D.C.
'
The theme of the 1991 National
Conference is about "Quality," but
iYs a programming objective that
dates to the beginning of ALMACA.
The 1975 Annual Meeting, held on

October 31-November 1, had the
theme "Occupational Programs:
Struggle for Quality." Threehundred fifteen people attended the
fall meeting. At that time, ALMACA

had 850 members.
A new award was started for
exceptional individual achievement.
It has come to be variously known
over the years as the "Outstanding
Service Award," "Special Recogni-

JAMES L. FRANCEK, 1978"The Promise
of a secure
future needs
to be based
on research,
professionalism and quality. EAPA has
moved in a consistent fashion to develop a solid base
in these areas. It's time to
celebrate our success and
keep focused on the future."
During Jim's tenure, ALMACA established anew regional structure and
implemented bylaws that both delegated
responsibility and shared authority
24
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EDWARD J. SMALL, 198082
~:'.
~~
...,_.
;f~.
;;,.

Fy;~~.r

t {.:
`;?~ 1~

During Ed's tenure, ALMACA membership increased by one-half antl the
number of local chapters doubled. Ed
passed away on June 18, 1984.
tion Award" and "Achievement
Award." The 1975 winner was
Luther A. Cloud, who had worked as
president of the National Council on
Alcoholism and as a consultant to
NIAAA. Subsequent winners (in
most years there was more than one
winner) include:
1976—Lewis Presnall.
1977—)im Kemper, Leo Perlis
and Ross Von Wiegand, NCA.
► 1978—A.). "Sully" Sullivan and
Capt. Joseph Fitzpatrick
~ 1979—Pat Greathouse and
U.S. Senator Harrison A. Williams
► 1980—Thomas W."Teddy"
Gleason
~ 1981 —The Massachusetts,
Chicago, Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. chapters received awards
for member recruitment
~ 1982—)ack Guest, R.B. "Andy"
Anderson and Dale A. Masi
1983— A program award
was given to labor and
management representatives of
the AT&T Long Lines EAP.
1984—Dr. Paul Sherman,
William Dunkin and Dr. Fern Asma;
and a program award to Hughes
Aircraft Counseling Program.
~ 1985—Dr. Dorothea Johnson,
Betty Reddy and Edward Johnson
~ 1986—)ack Campbell
~ 1987—Will Foster III, on behalf
of Will Foster, Jr.
1988—Bonnie Forquer and

Tom O'Connor. Brenda Blair was
named the first "ALMACAN of the
Year."
► 1989—Father Joseph Martin

and George Cobbs. Sally Lipscomb
was named "EAPA Member of the
Year."
~ 1990—McDonnell Douglas
Corporation, and four individuals
conferred with member emeritus
status: )ohn Callaghan, Bob Doran,
Jim Cox and Harrison Trice. Greg
DeLapp and Bill O'Donnell were

Congratulations
t0

EAPA
on 20 years
1
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professional associations set up shop
in the Nation's Capital, ALMACA
wanted closer ties with decision
makers in Washington.
In the field,
From the NIAAA grant award,
debates occurred
ALMACA completed its task, its
during 1975 about
~
findings embodied in a document
a program focus
entitled "Occupational Alcoholism
strictly on alcoProgram Information System." In it,
ALMACA
provided six data-collecholism vis-a-vis
tion forms to systematically collect
"broadbrush."
and summarize management data
— ~ Also that year, Jim
Douglas sucon three common occupationalceeded Jim Ray as
program components: client data
intake, staff activity and program
ALMACA executive director in May.
cost.
'
In 1976, the NIAAA grant
On January 1, Jim Baxter was
expired and ALMACA became
appointed the new executive
fully independent, supported solely
director of ALMACA. Priorities were
by individual and corporate membershipdues. Concurrently, the
set for the year, including improved
services to members and more visits
organization's national headquarters
was relocated to Northern Virginia
to chapters.
'
In 1977, a major issue of the day
across the Potomac River from
was
activity within the government
Washington, D.C., where it remains
that affected the EAP field, particutoday. )ust as thousands of other
larlythe establishment of a federal
trust fund to support occupational
alcoholism programs, and the rights
of alcoholics as "qualified" individuals under the Rehabilitation Act.
ALMACA was repeatedly repreRobert T. Dorris &Associates Inc.
sented in committee hearings and
other open forums. Throughout its
early existence, the association
continued to forge a close bond with
N IAAA.
Here's some ALMACA/EAPA
trivia: At the Sixth Annual Meeting
that November, the issue of an
association name change was
formally raised. During a straw vote
Customized EAP Services,
of attendees, it was rejected 136-9.
Child &Elder Care Services
~
By 1978, membership had
and Managed Behavioral
reached some 1,500 people in 30
Health Care Services
chapters
across the mainland United
5210 Lewis Road, Suite 7
States and Hawaii. That year's
Agoura Hills, California 91301
annual meeting in San Francisco
(81S)707-0544
featured 72 workshops and attracted
FAX:818-707-0496
an estimated 800 attendees—an
enthusiastic group and an excep-

co-winners of the

"EAPA Member of
the Year" Award.

NATIONWIDE
EAP
SERVICES
SINCE 1974
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THOMAS P. O'CONNOR,
1982-84
"I am very
pleased to see
~,
~' ~~ ~'
EAPA's levelopment as a
`~',, ~r. '~
top-flight
~
professional ~~~+~,, ,.~~, ,:
association, but we need to
continue emphasizing the
substance abuse component
of our work. New priorities
are sending a mixed signal
on what our occupational
programs are all about."
During Tom's tenure, he stressed the
importance of promoting EAPs to
business and industry, especially
through ALMACA chapters
tional turnout for ALMACA conferences of that day, but only about a
third of the number of attendees
present during EAPA's two most
recent national conferences.

ongratulations
`~

EAPA
from Don Phillips
and Staff

In the mid to late 1970s,
ALMACA began to draw more of its
members from the ranks of organized labor. Labor-management
cooperation was a linchpin in the
historical growth and development
of OAPs and EAPs, of course, but in
1979, for the first time, joint programs were honored with the
installation of the Ross Von Wiegand
Award. The award was given to the
sponsoring company and unions) of
an exemplary labor-management
program. The first winners were
General Motors Corporation and the
United Auto Workers. For the
record, future winners of the Von
Wiegand Award would include:
~ Western Electric and Communications Workers of America
► United Airlines and the International Association of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers
► United States Postal Service and
six unions
~ ALCOA and three unions—the
UAW, United Steelworkers of
America, and Aluminum, Brick and
Glass Workers International Union
► Kimberly-Clark Corporation and
United Paperworkers International
Union
► The Firestone Tire &Rubber
Company and the United Rubber
Workers
~ Ford Motor Company and the
UAW
~ CSX Rail Transportation and the
United Transportation Union
Later, the John J. Hennessy Award
would be established in 1988
recognizing an individual who
exemplifies the values and practices
of labor. Winners have included
Jack Hennessy, himself, in 1988,
George Cobbs in 1989 and G.M.
"Red" Roe i n 1990.
Another historically important
"first" occurred in 1979. On May
17-18, in Middlebury, Connecticut,

oNG~rU~rloNs
~'~A ~

~~

m
0

c~~nr~ar~r
Corporation

CHARTER
MEDICAL
CORPORATION

From Charter Medical Co oration end
tl~e Styf~'ofSECAD -1991
SECAD~-1991, The Southeastern Conference on Alcoholand DrugAbuse,
will celebrate it's 16th year as the world's premiere educationalforumfor
treatmentprofessionals.
For a complete conference program and registration materials~ilease call
1-800-845-1567(in GA 1-912-742-11Gl)or write: SECAD ,Charter
Medical Corporation,l2th Floor, P.0. Box 209, Macon, GA 31298.
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ALMACA's first
Northeast Regional
Conference (later
to be called the
Eastern Regional
Conference and
still later the
Eastern District
Conference) was
held for members
without the money
— ~ or time required to
attend an annual
meeting outside of
their area. This maiden voyage
would set a precedent for regional
(and later "district') conferences that
are still being held.
Also that year, ALMACA adopted
new bylaws that approved broadened membership categories, more
closely resembling those we have
today.
The Education &Training Committee conducted a national survey
of ALMACANs about their programs.
From the 129 respondents, little new
information was reported. However,
this interesting passage was contained in the survey report from the
November 1979 issue of THE
ALMACAN:
Most of the staff(of EAPs)are not
certified, however, most felt certification is necessary for EAP industrial
counselors. While most felt
ALMACA and state authorities should
certify EAP counselors, many felt a
separate inter-disciplinary board
should be established for certification
purposes.
Now that was some foresight!

THE 1980s
Early in this period, ALMACA/EAPA
turned much of its energies toward
federal activities, not in search of
funding but rather as an advocate of
28
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JOHN J. HENNESSY, 198486
"There were
very few labor
members in
the early days.
But they be-

came active in
ALMACA, even as they kept
their own identities. It has
been a good partnership,
and I think labor-management EAPs are as effective
today as ever."
Jack oversaw the implementation of the
association's first strategic plan, which
was in effect from 1985-90, and was
later first chair of the Employee Assistance Certification Commission
EAPs in government, as well as
government support for EAPs in
companies the government did
business with. There was, of course,

a particularly keen interest in
supporting the relatively new

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism, with urging that it
be the lead agency in the federal
governments alcoholism effort.
There was also during this period
an intense interest in seeing to it that
the so-called "occupational specialist" be formally recognized as a
professional who had met specified
requirements for expertise in dealing
with identifiable problems. There
was not much debate as to what
constituted the barriers to such
recognition—the lack of training
opportunities, the absence of any
credentialing process whatsoever,
and the absence of well-defined
"channels" for people to grow
through from a point of entry into
the field to a point of verifiable
expertise. In effect, the best one
could achieve was "journeyman"
status.
There were other issues early in
this period. They dealt mainly with

Congratulations EAPA
PAUL SHERMAN
AND ASSOCIATES
Since 1979, PSA has provided consulting services and
programs to more than 200 small to multi-national
organizations in the public, private and non-profit sectors.
* Executive Performance Problems
* Executive Chemical Dependency
" Custom Employee Assistance Programs
* Managed Health Care
* Organization Development
Paul Sherman and Associates
150 Purchase Street
Rye, NY 10580
Tel: 914/ 967-5395; Fax: 914/ 967-5132

the manpower that ALMACA/EAPA
could field, as well as the
organization's fiscal resources
should there be a need to assume
much of the work being done by
NIAAA and other government
agencies and private groups that had
seemed to overreach themselves. It
was felt general ly that ALMACA/
EAPA was short on both manpower
and fiscal resources and that there
was a subsequent need for the
organization to put its own house in
order, strengthen its pool of human
talents and build the necessary fiscal
reserves that would in time permit its
assumption of national leadership.
Thus, ALMACA/EAPA embarked
upon a sustained organizational and
secondary support effort so rigorous
and demanding that many of the
results are only now beginning to be
recognized. At the same time, it is
becoming clearly evident that this
decade of attention to the job of

~~
—~~
—~~

— ATs~T
_
~~~
~~

To : EAPA
From: AT&T-EAP

Together into the 21st

century, with quality
and continued success.

Congratulations.

Congratulations to EAPA/ALMACA
for 20 years of leadership and achievement.
Best wishes to EAPA for prosperity during the next 20.
Specialists in professional (malpractice) liability insurance
and other insurance coverages incidental to the EAP field
Now offering health insurance coverage
Tom Van Wagner, President, Tom Van Wagner Insurance

21 Maple Avenue, P.O. Box 5710
Bay Shore, New York 11706
(516)666-1588 FAX (516)666-9072
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preparing for
felt strongly about setting standards
national leadership for programs.
has positioned the
That year, ALMACA's Standards
organization for the Committee did develop proposed
undertaking of
program standards that were considprograms and
ered by the Board during the 10th
initiatives that
annual meeting in San Diego. The
promise to make
draft document, developed in colour current decade laboration with the Occupational
one of tremendous Program Consultants Association,
accomplishment
NCA, NIAAA, the U.S. Office of
■
and fulfilled
Personnel Management and the AFLpromises.
CIO, would be field tested and then
Here were
submitted for reconsideration at the
some of the highlights.
1982 Annual Meeting. Ultimately,
'
The key to ALMACA's developthe standards would be approved and
ment throughout the 1980s was the
remain in effect until revised stanexistence of a professional staff to
dards were issued in 1990.
carry out the directives of the
Credentialing was also cited as a
association's leadership. During the
priority issue, with one prominent
1980s, headquarters staff made an
EAP professional commenting that it
impressive jump from three in 1980
would "add credibility and increase
to 18 by the close of the decade. The public confidence in occupational
person who oversaw most of this
programming." How prescient that
growth, and who continues to direct
remark would be!
staff activities, is Tom Delaney. Tom,
Other areas more frequently cited
who was an original member of
for development included profesNIAAA's Thundering Hundred
sional education/training and reoccupational program consultants,
search.
was appointed as Executive Director
'
In 1982, regional guidelines were
by then-President Ed Small and his
established that actively encouraged
Board of Directors, effective January
all of ALMACA's five regions to create
1, 1981. During the same period, he
forums for members. Eventually, the
has worked alongside Associate
Central, Southern and Western
Director Judith Evans, with the
regions of the U.S. would join the
association since 1977.
Eastern in hosting conferences. Also
'
In 1981, ALMACA's chapters were that year, an ALMACA Conference on
in rapid formation. Thirty-two (32)
Research Methodology in Occupachapters existed at the time, with 22
tional Alcoholism helped to raise the
others forming. Ina "Presidents
association's and EAP field's awareQuestionnaire" issued by thenness of the necessity of research as a
President Ed Small, 69% of respondmeans of validating program effecing members indicated they were
tiveness.
"very active" or "moderately active"
'
In 1983, a more concerted effort
in chapter activities. Other findings
was made to promote EAPs through
related to the importance of ALMACA an Industry Outreach Program, which
to their professional lives, the issues
sought to establish ongoing working
which they consider important, and
relationships with chambers of
other concerns. Another interesting
commerce and central labor councils,
finding was that 96% of respondents
30
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as well as EAP conferences by local
ALMACA chapters.
In 1984, for the first time
ALMACA began developing longrange plans by adopting a mission
statement and identifying nine
priorities. Briefly, the priorities were:
provide direction to regions and
chapters; develop personnel
credentialing and program standards;
foster EAP development; set a course
for public policy; sponsor forums (e.g.
annual meetings) for the exchange of
information; respond to needs of
constituency; promote research;
establish criteria for utilization of
treatment and recovery resources;
and establish liaisons with other
organizations.
The first edition of the President's
Biennial Report was published that
year, recapping the 1982-84 administration. Three other biennial reports
have since been published.
Also, the annual meetings contin-

The best
years for
EAPA
are sti
ahead!

Training •Consulting •
Program Design
Cynthia K. Persico
Director
EAP Works, Inc.
2705 Riverside Avenue
Jacksonville, Florida 32205

1-800-EAP-WRKS

ued to draw larger attendances. The
1984 Annual Meeting in Denver

magazine cover. For posterity, our
first magazine cover featured eight
people who were among the leaders

GARY ATKINS, 1986-88 __

attracted over 1,000 people.
~„" .~1
The EAP field
in ALMACA's credentialing project.
'
Credentialing got underway in
an
experienced
'
In January 1986, ALMACA
1985 with the hiring of a
identity crisis
formally began along-running fundcredentialing specialist the prior
in the mid
raising program. That year it was
December. This culminated in the
1980s, until the
cal led "ALMACA Campaign '86" and
establishment of the CEAP certificaCore Technolutilized the services of afund-raising
tion program that would start two
ogy established our foundaspecialist. For all practical purposes,
years later. Drs. Paul Roman and
tion.
It has been refreshing to
Terry Blum wrote the "Core Technol- the campaign began during the prior
watch EAPA grow into a
annual meeting in Boston, when
ogy for Employee Assistance Promodern association that still
Anheuser-Busch Foundation and
grams" in 1985 which was also
retains its heritage."
adopted by ALMACA and would later Republic Health Corporation each
During Gary's tenure, an organizational
issued $25,000 challenge grants.
be used to help formulate the
review process studied areas where the
In August, the 14-person Employee association was deficient and set a
knowledges, skills and competencies
course for continuous improvement
Assistance Certification Commission
used for the CEAP exam.(A detailed
organizational review committee to
was formed as aquasi-independent
historical recap of the certification
the association's strengths and
study
arm of ALMACA charged with
process appeared on pages 22-23 of
weaknesses as part of its incipient
developing and administering the
the March 1991 issue of the Exdevelopment. A memberlong-range
process that would transform the EAP
change.)
shipattitude survey was the primary
"field" into a "profession." Jack
With the July 1985 issue,
Hennessy was named by the commis- instrument for gathering information
ALMACA's membership newsletter,
from ALMACA's 4,690 members.
sioners as its chair.
THE ALMACAN, was reformatted,
'
Nineteen hundred and eightyAlso,in 1986, ALMACA formed an
using two colors of ink and having a
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Also that year, a name change
seven proved to be
proposal
was put before the mema year of important
bershipand anew name was
firsts. The first
selected
by a 9-to-1 margin. HowCEAP examination
ever, due to ensuing legal problems
was held on May
with the use of the selected name, it
16, 1987. For the
was retracted and ALMACA went
first time, the
back to the drawing board.
ALMACA ClearingA revised ALMACA Code of
house for EmEthics
was also implemented in June
ployee Assistance
1988 which featured dual discipline
Program Informaprocedures at the chapter and
■
tion (later renamed
national levels. It would be folthe Resource
lowed
in December 1988 with the
Center) opened its doors. Also, in
EACC's release of its Code of
California, Knox-Keene presented
Professional
Conduct for CEAPs.
the first major regulatory challenge
In November, THE ALMACAN
to ALMACA and the EAP field. The
was
upgraded to a full-color cover.
resolution of Knox-Keene the
Perhaps to become collector's item
following year would force the
one
day, it featured Tom Pasco on
association's hand on public policy
the cover as ALMACA's newly
issues.
elected president.
'
In January 1988, ALMACA
The National Conference in Los
formally began involvement in
Angeles
that November saw a final
governmental affairs by setting a
registration count of 1,530.
public policy agenda and delegating
'
Nineteen hundred and eight-nine
more staff time to meeting the
will be remembered for the year that
agenda's objectives. One of those
the
EACC's recertification plan was
objectives was met in May with
implemented. Recertification for
publication of a "legal definition" of
CEAPs
would be possible through
EAP.
either retesting five years after
conferral
or the accrual of profesTHOMAS J. PASC0,1988sional development hours(PDHs)
90
over five years.
"It's hard to
Finally, in June, the association
overstate the
had
a new name—Employee
value of
Assistance Professionals Association.
EAPA's stanHeadquarters staff and chapters
dards and
spent ensuing months implementing
managed care
the
new name. A major part of the
monograph. We've finally
transition was the design and
got most everyone singing
approval of a new logo, which
from the same hymnal. I'm
occurred later in the year. To show
pleased that the process by
continuity with the association's
which these documents
past, the new logo looked a lot like
were created is being conthe old one, retaining its characteristinued."
tic oval. In October, the memberDuring Tom's tenure, the association
ship magazine was renamed EAP
made the transition from ALMACA to
EAPA
Association Exchange.
In order to help provide better
32
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service to chapters and members, in
1989 the Board of Directors
agreed—followed by a vote of
individual members—to double the
number of domestic U.S. regions
from four to eight.

1990-MARCH 1991
'Come 1990, the CEAP designation program was doing very, very
well. By the beginning of the year,
3,816 individuals had been con-
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Congratulations on its 20th
9{nniversary!

m Francek ~& Associates, Inc.
addressing human factors
in a changing business
environmenf."

w~~~uiiau~n v

❖ seminars ❖
❖ executive renewal ❖
❖ publications :•

i

JIM FRANCEK
& ASSOCfATES,INC.
3 Morgan Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06851
(203)855-1166
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Send this ad i n and receive

this year's registration to the
North American Congress on
Em ptoyee Assistance
Programs

111
n an ranc~sco...
The sponsors of the North American Congress are pleased to make
this exciting, exclusive offer to EAPA members in celebration of ;
EAPA's 20th anniversary.
This ad must accompany your registration form
(not validfor on-site regastrations).
Only one coupon bier member. To get this great bargain call
313/588-7733 and ask for afree Congress brochure today!

;

(over 50 PDHs applied for)
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ferred as CEAPs.
Out in the field,
the passage of the
Drug-Free Workplace Act in 1988
and President

Bush's nationally
televised speech
on September 5,
1989 proved to be
windfalls for
external EAP
firms. EAPA
released a small
but very important brochure in 1990
entitled "The Role of EAPs in a

~— ~

Drug-Free Workplace," in recognition of the vital role of EAPs as
essential programming to achieve
the objectives of the Act.
Early in 1990, EAPA began
heavily promoting professional
development for people in the EAP
field through the education, training
and certification processes.
Two hallmark documents—
Standards for EAP professionals and
a monograph detailing the vital role
of EAP in a managed care system

were released. More than just
documents, they are evolutionary
processes that will soon be supplemented with follow-up publications.
The National Conference that

DANIEL LANIER, 1990PRESENT
"Little by little,
EAPA is im.;~.
proving its
~►'
hand in the
~ ~,
public policy
~~~
process, both ~~
in the states and nationally.
As we influence how EAP is
being practiced through
public policy, we are creating abond between EAP
past and EAP future."
Dan is institutionalizing EAPA's strategic
planning process to position projects
and other activities in accordance with
long-range objectives
trolled growth over a protracted
period. Also of note, plans were
announced in March for a research
journal. It is apparent that EAPA,
through public policy, education,
training &certification and other

established professional association.
In sum, EAPA has a special pride
in and appreciation for the rich
heritage of the association. The
prospects for the future are bright,
but the victories yet to be earned are
a little hollow without an appreciation for the builders of the mountain
on which we stand.
A final note: Hundreds upon
hundreds of people have contributed
to the betterment of ALMACA and
EAPA throughout its 20 years. No
doubt, the names ofsome very
worthy people were left out of this
article. Additionally, for this Special
Advertising Section, the work
organizations of Board members,
past presidents, longtime advertisers
and friends of the association were
solicited for advertisements. Almost
certainly, some organizations would
have liked to be asked to run
congratulatory ads but were not
approached because ofspace and
time constraints. We apologize for

reans, by now is becomine an

Cottonwood Centers,Inc.
congratulates ALMACA/EAPA
on 20 years of outstanding leadership
and service to the EAP field

October in New Orleans saw
another in a succession of record
attendances ,this time with 2,300
people on hand. New priorities
were announced as the current
Board of Directors took office. Its
work hinges partially on the preparation of professionally developed

strategic planning for the associa-

tion.
'
In the January 1991 issue of the
Exchange, President Dan Lanier's
article, entitled "FutureVision,"
explained how, perhaps for the first
time ever, EAPA is positioned to

confidently set a course of con34
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Frank W. Huddleston, National Marketing Director
Cottonwood Treatment Centers
1846 W. Grant Road
Tucson, AZ 85703
(602)792-3850
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WHEN YO(i NEED INFORMATION,WE'LL DO THE FINDING
A1~1D PRESENT YOGI WITH THE FACTS

~
j
'
'

'

'
'

'

EAPA's Resource Center is the EAP field's most authoritative
resource for complete information on any EAP-related topic.
During 1990, the Resource Center received more than 5,000requests for information and technical assistance, and many of
them were resolved by information available from our more
than 100 Subject Search titles. The titles, listed below, are Categorized by the six Content Areas that comprise the EAP Scope
of Practice.
here's how to order. Check the boxes to the left of the titles you

'TITLE

PRICE

'Work Organizations
'❑Drug Testing ...................................... $14.00
❑ Drug Testing Bibliography ......................5.00
'❑Drug Testing Cost Benefit
Analysis..............................................4.00
❑Drug Testing State Laws.........................4.00
'❑Employer Anti-Drug Programs ................9.00
❑ Law: Anti-Drug Abuse Act
' (Summary) ..........................................6.00
'❑Law: Drug-Free Workplace Act ...............6.00
❑ Law: Duty to Warn ............................... 10.00
'❑-Law: Privacy Act'74 ..............................7.00
❑ Law: Testing Overview ......................... 1 1.00
'O Law: Voc Rehab Act'
73......................... 7.00
Voc Rehab Act '74.........................5.00
O Management Overviews/
'
Barriers ............................................. 14.00
Policy .................................................. I8.00
O Productivity ......................................... 1 I.00
'❑Unions and EAPs .................................22.00
❑ Work and Families/Child Care .............. 15.00
'❑Work and Families/Eldercare .................6.00
'❑Work and Families/General .................. 12.00

'❑Law:

I❑

' Numan Resources Development

'❑ Benefits/Manager's Guide ......................7.00
❑Benefits/MH. CD ....................................9.00
'❑Benefits Overview .....................:...........7.00
❑ Career Development ...........................20.00
❑Counseling/Becoming, Training ............. 7.00
Fitness for Duty ...................................24.00
❑ Handicapped .......................................34.00
'❑Minorities ............................................21.00
❑ Training of EAP Practitioners ................ 12.00

'O

'EAP Policy and Administration
'❑Caseload ...............................................6.00
❑ Case Management .................................5.00
'❑ Casefinding ......................................... 1 2.00
❑ Confidentiality, Final Rule ......................9.00
❑Consortia ............................................14.00
..
❑ Contract Services .............
5.00
~ ~~~~~~ ~~
❑ Cost Benefit Analysis(how to) ...............9.00
'❑Cost BeneFlt/Cost Effectiveness ...........43.00
❑ Cost Containment ...............................19.00
❑Cost Impact/Offset ..............................17.00
Testing/EAP Perspective .............. 10.00
❑ EAP Competencies ................................ 7.00
'❑ EAP tiistory ...........................................5.00
D EAP Internal/External
(Assessing).......................................... 7.00
D EAP Organizational InFluences ...............6.00
'O EAP Issues and Trends ..........................5.00
D EAP Models/Essential
Ingredients........................................22.00

'~~~~~~~~~
'❑Drug

'O EAP Models/Influences ........................34.00
'❑ EAP Rationale ...................................... 24.00
❑ Ethics ....................................................8.00

j
~

want. Write a check payable to "EAPA" For the total amount of
your order, based on the prices shown to the right of each title.
Clip this form, or photocopy it, and mail it with your check or
purchase order to EAPA, 4601 h. Fairfax Drive, Suite 1001,
~
Arlington, VA 22203.

'

'

Advance payment or a purchase order is required, but telePhone orders will be accepted iF they are billed to American
Express.
'

❑Evaluation/Benchmarks .......................39.00
❑implementation .....................................9.00
❑Incidence~Prevalence ........................... 6.00
O Insurance/Health Care
Utilization ..........................................18.00
❑Managed Care/Alternative
Therapies ....................................,.......5.00
Managed Care/Cost Containment ..:......... 1 I.00
❑Managed Care/EAPs...............................6.00
❑Managed Care/IiMOs, PPOs ................. 18.00
O Managed Care/Overview ..........,....,........7.00
❑Managed Care/Utilization
Review ................................................7.00
❑Management Information Systems .........8.00
❑Marketing ..............................................8.00
❑ Iyeeds Assessment ................................7.00
O Pricing EAP Services ..............................5.00
❑Procedures/Practices/Process .............. I4.00
❑Selecting an EAP Contractor ..................4.00
❑Staff/Organizational
Development.....................................22.00
❑Supervisory Training ............................ 18.00
❑ Utilization............................................ 18.00

Special Offerings

EAP Direct Services
❑ Aftercare ...............................................7.00
❑Assessment ........................................... 6.00
❑Diagnosis ............................................ 1 1.00
❑Stress/Job-Related .............................. 19.00
❑ ~Nork Site Wellness Promotion .............26.00

Virginia Residents
add 4.5% sales tax

Chemical Dependency and Addictions
❑Drug Types/Effects .................,..........,.14,00
O Illnesses With Substance Abuse.............8.00
❑Relapse ............................................... 1 1.00
❑Symptoms/Signs ...................................8.00
❑ Troubled Health Care Providers .............9.00
O Troubled Professionals/Executives....... 1 I.00
Personal and Psychological Problems
O Job Loss ............................................, 12.00
~ Mental Health ..,................................... 16.00
❑Referral ...............................................14.00

I

Fact Sheets/Complete Sets Only ............. 15.00'
Subjects: Absenteeism, Consumption
Data, Dollar Impact/Workplace Use, Drug- '
Free Workplace Regulations, EAP Response, Employer Investment in EAPs, '
Federal Employee Programs, Four Most '
Prevalent Workplace Drugs, Impact/Job
Performance Measures,Incidence 8t Preva- '
lence, Positive Consequences of EAPs,
Termination Vs. Treatment, Testing/Civil- '
ian Workplace,Testing/Military Workplace, '
Workforce 2000
'

Cost of Searches

S

'
'

Sub-Total

~

❑AIDS ...................................................1 I.00
❑COBRA ..................................................9.00
O ERISA ....................................................4.00
D Legalization of Drugs .............................5.00

'
'
'

TOTAL

$
'

YOUR IVAMe
'
Membership Category

'

Organization

'
'

Address

'
'

Phone

Also of interest
❑Audiovisual Reviews ............................26.00
D Contract Sample (Vendor) .....................5.00
❑County/Municipal EAPs (List) ......,.......... 7.00
❑Critical Incident Stress Debriefing ........47.00
O EAP Program Forms ............................. 14.00
❑ EAP Salaries ..........................................5.00
D Gambling/South Oaks Screen ................4.00
❑ nIDA Drug Testing Guidelines ................ 7.00
O State Resources/Services ....................14.00
New 1'Itles for 1991

'

non-EAPA members
add 50%surcharge

I
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EDUCATION, TRAINING
AND CERTIFICATION

Eligibility Requirements for the CEAP Exam
n May 11, 1991, the ninth
Certification Examination for
Employee Assistance Professionalswill be administered throughout the United States and Canada by
Professional Testing Corporation. The
eligibility criteria from the first exam
through this one have gone through
two changes: from recommended to
required levels of experience. And
now, the EACC is giving this policy
change stronger enforcement.
Beginning with the first exam in
1987, the eligibility recommendation
was that candidates have worked in
the EAP field for three years full-time
or have logged 3,000 hours of parttime EAP work over three years. As of
the December 10, 1988 exam, the
eligiblity criterion has been changed
to a requirement.
This represents a major change in
perspective. In the beginning, the
EACC sought an "inclusive" certification process—one that included those
EAP practitioners working in the field
without formal education and training, and other professionals who felt
this new certification was something
they needed as an additional credential. The Commission was overjoyed
by the ready acceptance of the CEAP
designation.
Soon after, though, rumblings were
heard about people being certified
who did not really meet the recom-

mended guidelines. Hence,the EACC
changed the eligibility criteria to a
requirement. In January 1991, at its
Winter Meeting, the EACC took another step toward enforcing the currentrequirement byinstituting apolicy
thatall candidates musthavetheir EAP
experience verified prior to taking the
exam. To accomplish this, candidates
mustcomplete a "Verification of Experience" form and send it to the EACC
prior to taking the test. No examination will be given to a candidate who
does not complete the verification
form. This process is in effectnowand
is applicable to all exams starting with
the May 11, 1991 exam.
When a candidate applies to take
the CEAP exam, s/he completes the
application in the Handbook of Candidates. This handbook spells out the
requirements, obligations and conditions in effect when a particular exam
is administered. Upon passing the
exam, the certificate is based on the
requirements, obligations and conditions in effect for that candidate at the
time s/he was certified. So there are
CEAPs who met the early recommendation, but may not meet the current
requirement. This does not mean that
a person's CEAP credential is any less
valid.
When the EACC receives a complaint about a CEAP not having the
appropriate workexperience,ltspolicy

Pages

12-13 of the February
1991 Exchange listed new
CEAPs. Fifteen individuals who
passed the November 17, 1990
exam were inadvertently omitted.
They are:
Sally Brown, FL
Lois Devitt, FL
Bryant Domeneck, FL
Michael D. Farmer, NC
James Fealey, NY
Betty J. Feir, TX
Paul J. Filben, AL
Lynda Firment, VA
Thomas Fleming, MA
Willard Foster, MD
Debbie Frank, NJ
Pat Freeman, AZ
Karen Fulton, FL
Donna L. Gabriel, AL
Larry A. Gaines, AR
Please excuse our oversight.

-Ed.
is to review the CEAP's experience.
The EACC has a process for acting on
the elicited data. The designation of
CEAP is conferred with care and diligence by the EACC. The CEAP is intended to convey the attainment of a
standard of knowledge accrued by
EAP work experience.

COC~IRAN HOUSE/COCHRAN CENTER
EXTENDED CARE PROGRAMS
For EXTENDED CARE, consider COCHRAN PROGRAMS. We offer:

~ Supportive Living
~ Family Program

~ 1-1 Counseling
~ 90-1 SO Day Programs

~ EAP Specialists

~ Tutor
~ Volunteer Program

~ AA/NA/ACOA
~ Employment Required
~ Special Interest Groups
,~ Complimentary Video

We provide an up-do-date lecture series, detoxification, relapse program and transportation to and from employment. A costeffective means to develop responsibility, the work ethic and a healthy lifetslyle for chemically dependent males, ale 1 ~ and up.

1200 E. 18th St., Hastings, MN 55033
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612-437-4535 for information/intake

or persons whose addiction
includes the use of cocaine,
that choice may be found within
CONTINUUM, Lifeline's full

I

spectrum of care.

~

I

Placement within CONTINUUM
is diagnostically based and
criteria-driven. Patient, family,
and employer are fully involved
to ensure an individualized
treatment and recovery plan that
integrates all facets of the
patient's life.
CONTINUUM ensures that
chemical dependency treatment
dollars are appropriately
allocated, while offering the
employee the best possible
setting for recovery.
That's the Lifeline CONTINUUM
choice. Why not make it your
choice today?

~

II

~

New Heat

are Data

Giving an ear to the su rvey firms
that have the ear of industry
BY RUDY M. YANDRICK, EDITOR

iterature from the EAP field, such
as information contained in the
Exchange, help EAP professionals
to do their jobs better. But the EAP
field's publ ications probably have less
influencewith businessdecision makers, such as CEOs, vice presidents of
finance, benefits specialists and hu-

man resources managers. The fact is,

■
Large group health insurers were asked: If it were part
of a program in which everyone made some concessions
in order to reach a consensus, how acceptable would
each of the following be to you?
Be reqwired to participate in a reinsurance mechanism to spread excess health
costs for small employers
~: _
Be required to renew health insuranc$ for a I small~gcoups regardless of claims
experience if there is a reinsurance rrlecha ism !
Be required to issue health insurance to all ndivid4als requesting it regardless
of health status if there is a reinsurance me~hanis~i
Operate on some form of comm
small case market

ing for all fiealth insurance risks in the

Give up current underwritinTgpract'i
'
e(s~ypre-existing conditions and
exclusions) for small groups if there i~ a reinsurance mechanism
Be subject to federal regulatioi for h alth i surance

~

1

Function solely as an administrator o a fe erally sponsor~d heal~h plan
Be subject to govemmept rate,regulation of group health~insura'ce for~small
employers
~
80

60

40

20

0

Unacceptable
Totally

20

40

60

80

100

Acceptable

~ Somewhat

Somewhat

■Corporate executives were asked: If it were part of a program
where everyone made concessions in orderto reach a consensus,
how acceptable would the following be to you?
Be required by law to provide a basic ealth insurapce benefit for full-time
employees and dependents
If required to provide coverage, be limit d by I wto p oviding only a standard
health plan which would be the same f r eve em oyer and employee
Pay health insurance premiums based ~ n a
experience of your own grow
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mmunity rate, rather than the

'Be required to provide health in uranc, ben fits to,retirees not eligible for
Medicare
Be required by law to provide a basic he Ith i urance benefit for all part-time
employees who work at least 20 hours wee and their dependents
9
Pay a payrol l tax to support the coSt o insurance or the unemployed and th~ir
dependents

❑ Totally

■
Union leaders were asked: If it were part of a program in
which everyone made some concessions in order to reach a
consensus, how acceptable would each of the following be to
Yap?
Be I invited by law to a standard healt plan which would be the same for
every employer and every em to ee
Be required to belong to managed care p ans, s c as!HMOs or other
health plans using limited p6nelsof docrors, hospitals, and other
providers
~~t.
Be required to pa hi herded ctibl~s and co-payments for health care
Accept a cap on employer provjded Idea t care benefits that are tax-free
to your members
~
f
100

38

EAPs was the study released in 1989

d

f

Accept somewhat lower Ion -r nge 'amin son health in~uranc~ busingss

100

to perform surveys and compile statisticaldata. Itbehooves EAP professionals to know what is being said about
theirfield from "experts"on the outside.
From an EAP practitioner's point of
view, the independent survey that
probably did the mostto turn the heads
of business decision makers toward

they are not likelyto viewthe advocacy
publications of any field as a pure
objective source of information.
When they want information on
EAPs and related concerns (e.g. MH/
SA health care costs) and, especially,
analysis on whether the programs
work, where do they turn? Often, it is
to independent consulting firms hired

80

60

40

20

0

20

40

60

80

100

by Marsh & McLennan, a leading insurance and reinsurance broker. The
study was performed by Mercer
Meidinger Hansen, and selected results were published on pages 34-36
in the April 1989 issue of THE
ALMACAN.
The study, entitled "Substance
Abuse in the Workforce," questioned
CEOs from Fortune 1000 companies,
state governors and mayors. Among
its findings, fully 85% of respondents
said they had an EAP as part of their
programming to deal with substance
abuse,and another 10%indicated they
would implement a program within
two years. This study presumably
influenced the decision making of the
work establishments without an EAP
(totaling 69% of all work establishments, according to 1988 data from
the Bureau of Labor Statistics).
METLIFE STUDY

EAP Utilization

All responding
employers

Offer an
EAP

Plan to
offer EAP
by 1991

48%

Do not
offer EAP

EAP provides
reports on
referrals

42%

41%

10%

EAP provides
mental health
UR

EAP
offers a
PPO

46%

11

BY REGION
Pacific------------------------------------47%-----------°-14%
Mountain --°°-----•---•--------------•---45 ----------------13
North Central -----------------•----------- 53 ----------------- 8 South Central ----------------------------- 3~ --------------° 1 ~
NewEngland -----------------------------51 ----------------- 8
Mid-Atlantic --°--------------------------51 ----------------- 6
South Atlantic ----------------°----------45 ----------------10

39% --------------- 44% ---------------- 57% ---°-----17%
42 ------------------ 3~ -----------------°41 ------------- 20
39 ------------------ 37------------------- 43 ------------- 8
- SZ ------------------44 -------------------40 -------------14
-40-----------------39------------------4~ ------------- 6
43------------------ 37-------------------5~ -------------13
-45 ------------------49 ------------------- 45 -------------10

BY INDUSTRY
Consumer products -------------------- 43% -------------- 9°~a ------------ 49% --------------- 38% -------------=-- 57% ----------14%
Manufacturing---,-------------------------5~ ------•--------->> -------------- 38------------------4z-------------------54-------------12
Mining/Construction --------------------17 ---------°--•-- ~ 3 -------------- 7~ ------------------ 5~ -------------------75 --------°---Energy/Petroleum ------------------------ 5~ ----------------1 Z -------------- 3$ ------------------ 43 ------------------- 31 -------------15
Wholesale/Retail trade -----------------Z~ ----------------11 --------------6$------------------38-------------------44-------------13
Technical/Professional Svcs. ----------ZZ----------------- 8 --------°----71 ------------------38-------------------48-------------14
Utilities-----°------°--------------------94---------------- Z--------------- 4 ------------------39------------------35 ------------- 4
Transportation secs- --------------------- 39 ----------------11 -------------- 5~ ------------------ 31 ----------------- 57------------15
Health services -------------------------- 4~ ----------------14 --------------42 ------------°---- 39 ------------------- 30 -------------19
Financial services ------------------------58 ----------------- 8 ---------°---34------------------33-------------------51 ------------- ~
Communications--------------------°°65----------------- 4 -•---•--•----- 3~------------------45-------------------33 ------------- 7
Government----------------------------•- 56 ----------------1 ~ -------------- 34------------------ 44 -------------------44 -------------12
Education-----------------------------°--- 43 ----------------13 -------------- 44 ---------•--------'►$ -------------------43 -------------14
Insurance----------------------------------68 ----------------- 5 --------------Z7------------------45-------------------38 ------------- 8
Other---------------------------------------44 ---------------- ~ Z --------------48 ----------------- 36 ------------------39 ------------- 6

BY TOTAL NUMBERS OF EMPLOYERS

At least three major studies or commentaries have been released and/or
performed by independent consultants since early 1990 which either
directly or indirectly affect EAPs.
Metropolitan Life InsuranceCompany
publfished a study called "Trade-offs &
Choices: Health PolicyOptionsforthe
1990s," based on a study conducted
by Louis Harris and Associates, Inc.
Thefieldwork was performed between
last September and November. Selectedfindings are shown on page 38.
Harris approached corporate executives, union leaders and group
health insurers,amongothers,in order
to assess the U.S. health care system.
The su rvey resu Its are i ntended to show
the degree to which leading figures in
the health care debate are willing to
make concessions in order to reach a
consensus on improving health care
delivery and controlling its continuously escalating costs.
The survey was not EAP-specific
but the concessions—if any of them
eventually translate into public
policy—would have implications for
EAP practice.

Under500 -------------------------------- Z9 ----------------- 9 --------------62 ------------------ 46 ------------------- 59 -------------11
500-999 ----------------------------•------47 --------------° 12 --------------41 ------------------ 43 ------------------- 5'1-------------15
1000-2499 -------------------------------- 58 ----------------- 9 ---•--•--•----33 ------------------ 4Z -------------------46 -------•----- 71
2500-4999 -------------------------------- 59 ----------------1 ~ --------------3~ ------------------ 45 ------------------- 38 ------------- 6
5000-9999 --------------------------------bZ ---------------1 ~ --------------Z$------------------ 38------------------- 38 ------------ 9
10000.19999 ------°-------------------63 ----------------- 9 --------------Z$ ------------------ 27------------------ 33 ------------- 25
20000.39999 ---------------------------- 74----------------- $ --------------22 ------------------3~------------------35 ----------- 8
40000 ormore --------------------------- ~9 ----------------- 5 -------------- ~ 7 ------------------ Z6 ------------------ 33 ------------- 9
N=776
N=781
N=821
N=1900

Effect of EAP on mental health costs
Pe__rcentage of respondents' who believe their EAP has:
Decreased
Increased
costs
costs

Had no effect
on costs

All responding

employers--•--------------------------------•--z5°~ ---------------------------------------- 42go-----------------------------------------34°/a

BY REGION
Pacific-------------------------------------------- 22%---------------------------------------49%-----------------------------------------29%a
Mountain------------------------------------------Z6 ---------------------°-----------------°44 -------------------------------------------31
NorthCentral ------------------------------------25 ------------------------------------------44 --°-----------------------------------30
SouthCentral-------------------------------------34 ------------------------------------------44 -------------------------------------------30
NewEngland-------------°----------------------Z6 ------------------------------------------54 ------------------------------------------24
Mid-Atlantic--------------------------------------Z7 ------------------------------------------38 --------------------------------°---------35
SouthAdantic------------------------------------2~ ------------------------------------------3~ -------------------------•-----------------49

BY INDUSTRY
Consumerproducts -----------------------------22 ------------------------------------------33 -------------------------------------------44
Manufacturing-----------------------------------Z4 ------------------------------------------48 ------------------------------------------28
Mining/Construction------------------°---------------------------------------------------33 -----°---------------------------------67
Energy/Petroleum -------------------------------ZZ ---------°-------------------------------33 -------------------------------------------44
Wholesale/Retail wade----------°-------------13 ------------------------------------------63 ------------------------°-----------------25
Technical/Professional suss- -------------°---3~ ------------------------------------------34 ------------------------------------------39
Utilities--------•-----------------------------------28 -•--•-------------------------------------44 -----------------------•------•------------28
Transportationsvcs-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 40---°--------------------------------------60
Healthservices --------------------------------°17 ------------------------------------------35 -----------------------------------°------48
Financialservices -------------------------------Z6 ------------------------------------------3~ ------------------------°--•--------------37
Communications---------------------------------------------------------------------------$3 ---------------------------------^--------17
Government-------------------------------------36 -------------------°-------------------- 33 --------------------------------°--------- 32
Education--------------------------------•--------~Z ------------------------------------------53 -------------------------------------------35
Insurance-•----------------------------------------~3 ------------------------------------------57 -------°----------------------------------30
Other---------•-------------•-----------------------Z9 ---------------------°-------------------39 ----•--------------------------------------32

BY TOTAL NUMBERS OF EMPLOYERS

FOSTER HIGGINS STUDY
Another study, performed by Foster
Higgins and entitled "Mental Health
and Substance Abuse Benefits," was
released in December 1990. It was
based on inputfrom 1,943 employers,
whose benefit plans cover more than

Under500---------------------------------------- 18--------------------------------------°41 -------------------------------------------41

500-999 ---------------------------------------°--Z3 ------------------------------------------44 -------------------------------------------33
1000-2499--------------°-°---------------------25 ----------------------•-----------°---°-4Z ---------------------°--------------------33
2500-4999-------°---------------------°-----°-35 ------------------------------------°-°-35 ----------------°-°----------------------30
5000-9999 -------------------------------------•-- 33 ------------------------------------------ 43 -------------------------------•----------- 24
10000-19999 --------------•--------------------- z4 ------------------------------------------ 47 ------------------------------------------- 29
20000-39999 ------------------------------------19 ------------------------------------------SZ ---------------------°------------°------29
40000 or more ---------------------°------------ ZS ------------------------------------------ 3$ ---------°-------------•------------------ 38
N=516
Based on respondents who offer an EAP and know the effect on cosu
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12.5 million employees. The survey
was distributed through 42 employer
coalitions. The information contained
in charts 4 and 5 is EAP-specific.
Here are selected passages from
Foster Higgins' final report:
• "...the customary disparity in the
design of inpatient benefits (rich) and
outpatient benefits (not-so-rich) for
services has resulted in rising rates of

hospital admissions and lengthening
inpatient stays. This is especially true
in the troublesome area of child and
adolescent problems, where inpatient
confinement—a non-traditional treatment modality—now occurs with remarkable frequency."
•"...a byproduct of EAPs has been the
increased useofinental health benefits
not only by the employees, but by
spouses and dependent children as
well."
• "...internal limits on coverage can
dramatically reduce expense over a
shorttimeperiod. However,this"quick
fix" approach may be perceived as
inconsistent with the message conveyed by the EAP and adversely affect
employee relations."
•"Employers committed to Employee
Assistance Programs face a special
MANAGEMENT TRAINING FOR
Ef~PLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

THE
DRYDEN~
FILE II
(~) MCMLXXXVIII Motivision, Ltd.

UPDATED WITH NEW~FACES, NEW
SETTINGS AND A NEW ENDING.

24 Minutes
Available on 16mm Color'Film
and Video Tape (all formats).
Previews $25 U.S.
deductible Upon Purchase
Purchase Price $495 U.S.
Plus Shipping

Motivision, Ltd.
2 Beechwood Road
Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530
Call(914)684.0110

ALSO ASK FOR A COURTESY PREVIEW OF
"EAP•AT YOUR SERVICE!" TO ENCOURAGE
SELF•REFERRALS. LENGTH:8 MINUTES.
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challenge. Many EAP vendors have
stepped forward to offer their services
as both employee advocate and manager of mental health/substance abuse
treatment utilization. While this approachappeals toplan managers from
an administrative point of view, employers should conduct a thorough,
ongoing analysis of performance in
both areas to assure that one function
does not suffer at the expense of the
other."
• "...since the explosive growth in
mental health benefit cost and utilization, some employers have merged
EAPswith the health plan,establishing
the EAP as the overall gatekeeper and
giving employees financial incentives
to use the EAP in its gatekeeper function. EAPs are now aggressively marketingtheirservices asthemental health
equivalent of the primary care
gatekeeper."

MERCER REPORT
In 1990, William M. Mercer, Inc. released areport entitled "Integrated
Health Plans: Managed Care in the
9Qs."(See the "Substance Abuse in the
Workforce"study, referenced earlier.)
The Mercer study presents employer

responses to rising health care costs as
having occurred in four phases: (1)
employer efforts to increase the internal efficiencyoftheirbenefitprograms;
(2)employers passing more of the burden over to employees;(3) employers
turning to HMOs;and (4)the advent of
utilization management to scrutinize
the services that providers want to give
and employees want to use (e.g.
precertification and length-of-stay reviews).
For the 1990s, Mercer advocates an

integrated health plan that it says combinesthe best features of HMOs,PPOs
and other programs. It presents a model
plan, atwo-option plan and other
variations. About the model plan,
Mercer writes: "In the purest form of
integrated health plan, and the one
with the greatest potential for longterm cost management, all employees
enroll in the managed care plan at a
capitated rate. The plan offers an optout or point-of-service option, where
participants can be partially covered
for services they get from outside providers, at a rate set by the managed
care plan, not the employer. When
patients go outside, they are still subject to utilization review.

"The managed care plan is at risk
for the overall medical costs of all
participants; if they go to outside providers, the plan must pay for the outside care. As a result, the plan has a
compelling incentive to keep close
tabs on patients who opt out. In addition,thegatekeeperphysicianshave
financial incentives based on patient
experience so they too will share this
concern..."
Mercer also identifies options to its
model plan, including the two-option
plan, by which an employer would
"sign up with the best possible managedcare plan,then set up its own optoutcoverage that keys offthe managed
care experience. Whatever the negotiated per capita cost for managed
care, the same amount is contributed
toward the indemnity plan, which is
designed and priced so that it costs the
employer that amount of money."
Finally, a triple option plan would
consist ofthe basic managed care plan
in where employees enrol I forthe year,
an indemnity plan, and apoint-ofservice managed care plan.
Mercer says that in the single-option integrated health plan, the risk of
adverse selection will be shared
equally by the employer and managed care plan. In the multiple option
plans, adverse selection will also be
reduced,though notto the same extent.
The 20-page Mercer report also
contains information on HMOs and
PPOs and leading providers of managed care, information on evaluating
various health plan proposals, and
monitoring plan performance.
TO OBTAIN THESE REPORTS...
Persons wanting a copy of MetLife's
full survey findings should write to:
Trade-offs and Choices: Health Policy
Options for the 1990s, MetLife, One
Madison Avenue, 12 VW, New York,
NY 10010-3690. It is distributed free
of charge.
Persons wanting the Foster Higgins
study—Health Benefits Survey 1989/

Report5/Mental Health and Substance
Abuse Benefits—should call or write
Foster Higgins, Survey and Research
Services, 212 Carnegie Center,
Princeton, NJ 08543-5323;(609)5202441. The cost is $100.
Persons wanting the Mercer report
should contact: Mercer Inc., 1166
Avenue of the Americas, New York,
~
NY 10036;(212) 345-7000.

! EAPA's many publications are available for purchase
'from association headquarters. To order any of them,
please follow these instructions:
~
(1) Check the boxes to the left of the titles you want.
(2)Include a check or purchase orderto EAPA for the
~ total amount of your order, based on the prices shown to
~ the right of each title. Include Virginia sales tax, if
' applicable.

(3)Provide address information, detach this form (or ~
a photocopy of it), enclose with it your check or purchase'
order, and mail to: EAPA, 4601 N. Fairfax Drive, Suite
1001, Arl ington, VA 22203; telephone (703) 522-6272;
~
fax (703) 522-4585.
Prepayment or a purchase order is required, but ~
telephone orders will be accepted if they are billed to'
American Express.
'

~
~

~
~

~•
❑ EAP Association Exchange
issue ...................................... $ 3.00 ea................. $ 6.00 ea.

copies of the
Imonthl

lyear)

Individual Starter Kit Publications
'

'

❑Standards for Employee Assistance Programs ................$ 5.00...................... $ 15.00
❑ A Guide for Supervisors ................................................$ 3.00 ..................... $ 5.00
❑ EAP Theory and Operations ..........................................$ 3.00 ..................... $ 5.00
D Legal Issues Affecting EAPs ............................................$ 4.00 .....................$ 6.00
❑ EAP Value and Impact ..................................................$ 3.00 .....................$ 5.00
❑ The Continuum of Services ...........................................$ 10.00 .................... $ 15.00
❑Workplaces Without Drugs ...........................................$ 6.00 ..................... $ 9.00

'

'

❑Starter Kit (includes the seven
publications listed above)................................................ $ 20.00 .................... $ 30.00

'

'

'

'

L_) EAP Solutions to the Employer
Health Cost Crisis ........................................................... $ 15.00 .................... $ 20.00
C.) Research Presentations-1988 ........................................ $ 25.00 .................... $ 37.00
f-__1 Research Presentations-19139 ........................................ $ 25.00 .................... $ 37.00
C ]Research Presentations-1990 ........................................$ 25.00 .................... $ 37.00
❑ EAPs: An Annotated Bibliography ................................... $ 15.00 .................... $ 20.00
[ 7 Women: Alcohol, Drugs and Workplace Issues .............. $ 15.00 .................... $ 20.00
[-7 Drug Abuse in the Workplace: Annotated
Bibliography (1977-88)...................................................$ 30.00 .................... $ 45.00
❑Set of three bibliographies ..............................................$ 45.00 .................... $ 60.00
C_l Directory of EAP Consultants ..........................................$ 20.00 .................... $ 35.00
[ )International Resource Directory ....................................$ 10.00 ....................$ 15.00
[. J Certification Guide (one copy).......................................... NC ........................ NC
~ J Recertification Guide (one copy) ...................................... NC ........................ NC
f 1 CEAP Training Provider's Guide (one copy) ...................... NC ........................ NC
LJ CEAP Code of Professional Conduct (one copy)................ NC ........................ NC
OCode of Ethics ....................................
NC ........................ NC
..............................:
................. NC ........................ NC
[_l The Role of EAPs in the Drug-Free Workplace
L~ Be on the Cutting Edge of the EAP Profession ................... NC ........................ NC

'

Subtotal

'

Virginia residents add 4.5°/, sales tax

'

'

'

'

'

Total
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~ WORK ORGANIZATION
~ ADDRESS
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~
~

~ For descriptions of any of the publications listed above, please call EAPA at(703)522-6272 to order a free copy of
EAPA's Publications Catalog.
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NASADAD TO RELEASE
RFP FOR COUNSELOR
TRAINING PROJECT
he National Association of State
alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors, Inc.(NASADAD) has expectedly
issued a request for proposals for addiction counselors to conduct skills
training courses throughout the U.S.
[Release of the RFP was planned for
the end of March,after the Exchange's
press deadline.] NASADAD's Project
for Addiction Counselor Training
(PACT) is sponsored by the federal
government's Office of Treatment Improvement, which has named
NASADAD to manage the project.The
selected training vendors will deliver
up to a total of 700 skills training

courses in each of the Department of
Health and Human Service's 10 regions. The courses are for entry-level
addiction counselors and emphasize
recruitment of trainees from minority
and special populations.
RFP respondents must represent
public entities or one of the fol lowing
categories of private, not-for-profit organizations: state alcohol and drug
agencies, multi-state agency consortia,
state/private-organization
collaboratives, and private not-forprofit orfor-profit organizations. State
alcohol and drug agencies and multistate alcohol and drug consortia may
propose to conduct training activities
within their respective boundaries.
Other qualifying respondents must
submit proposals describing training
activities to be delivered th roughout at
least one DHHS region.

Certain requirements, including a
two-year experience level in skill development training for addiction
counselors, must be met. Vendors
wishing to receive a copy of the RFP
should send a 10" x 13"self-addressed,
stamped envelope, indicating agency
category, along with at least $1.27 in
postage, to: PACT, c/o NASADAD,
444 N. Capitol Street, NW,Suite 642,
Washington, DC 20001. NASADAD
indicated that each state alcohol and
drug agency director would be sent a
copy of the RFP.

NAADAC: WHERE'S
ALCOHOLISM IN
DRUG-CONTROL
STRATEGY?

The

National Conference on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Treatment

_r
• June 26-29,1991 •
San Antonio,Texas •
• Hilton Palacio del Rio
Wo~icshops &Pmgram
Tracks include
• Family T~eatrnent Issues
• AIDS and Chemical
Dependency
• Multicultural Counseling
• Administering for the 90s
• Sexuality and Recovery
• Care for the Elderly
• Dual Diagnosis Programs
• Managing Managed Care
• Advanced Counseling Skills

Conf~erenoe Highlights
• Outstanding Educational Program
• Exhibition Center
• Career Placement Service
• Spouse/Gixest Program
• Special Events
Co~►rnae Chair:Fmnaes Hmmn,MA,NCAC74 CEAP
Sponsored by the National Association of Alcoholism
and Drug Abuse Counselors in cooperation with the
Texas Associarion of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Counselors

Call 1-,S00-G4~8-0497 ar 7Q3✓920-4644for a avrife►~rce brochru~~
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National Association of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Counselors (NAADAC) held its sixth annual
Legislative Conference on February 35 in Washington, D.C. Attendees participated in intense discussions on the
federal government's National Drug
Control Strategy.
The major thrust of the conference
was outlined in NAADAC's three position statements, which included
calling for the recognition of alcohol
in the National Drug Control Strategy.
"The terms alcohol and alcoholism
have been conspicuously absent from
the National Drug Control Strategy,"
said KayMattingly-Langlois, NAADAC
president. "Failure to correct this will
compound the overwhelming social,
economic and health problems posed
by alcoholism."
In addition, NAADAC advocated
for legislation to mandate increased
insurance coverage for the treatment
of alcoholism and drug addiction.
Current estimates show that only two
to four million people are receiving
treatment for alcoholism, while 85%
of those afflicted go untreated.

SPECIAL RECOGNITION

Longview Associates of Springfield, MA
wins small business award

one
LETTER TO THE EDITOR

GAYS, LESBIANS
PART OF DIVERSE
WORK FORCE
Dear Editor:
Diversity in the workplace is indeed a
topic that should be addressed today

and as we move forward into the 21st
century. As an EAP clinician, I am
happy to see that the Employee Assistance Professionals Association is attempting to bring the subject of diversity to EAP professionals through the
articles in the January edition of the
Exchange.
am disturbed, however, that no
mention is made of gay and lesbian

sign that EAP vendors are
becoming both wel I-established
and respected is when they start winningawards asexemplary businesses
in their communities. One such case
is Longview Associates, Inc., an EAP
provider in Springfield, Massachusetts. (This firm is not related to an
EAP firm having the same name in
White Plains, NY.) Longview was
recently named a co-winner of the
1990-91 Springfield Chamber of
Commerce's Small Business of the
Year Award.
Shown in the photo at right are
Longview Associates'two principals,
Jerry Clausen (I), president; and Bob
O'Connor,chaff rman. Together,they
started the company in 1978, when
"times were tough" for EAPs. So
tough were they, in fact, that
O'Connor says he hocked a diamond
ring given to him from a family mem-

ber to keep the business going.
Today, Longview Associates has
22 full-time employees and 22 consultants serving more than 80 corporateclients in three states.

Many rehabs think the h:Al''sjob is finished when he ur she refers a patient. Not so.
Smitl~ers' counselors arc trained to report fully and report often to tie referral source
Smithers Alcoholism Treatment Center, a division of St. Luke's/Roosevelt Hospital,

428 West 59 Street, New Yurk, NY 10019 21l/523-6491

JCAH Aeerediled

Smithers
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workers in either of the articles on
diversity. Cultural and ethnic diversity, issues of an aging work force,and
of women most certain deserve our
attention as EAP professionals. It is
shortsighted to ignore that gay men
and lesbian women are an integral
component of an American, and a
worldwide, workplace, and that gays
and lesbians are woven into the fabric
ofthe diverse work force under discussion. Should the reader assume this. is
merely an oversight by the two authors
of these articles? Or, which I fear, is
this indicative of a larger issue, that of
an organization-wide homophobiathat
may exist among EAP professionals
and EAPA as an organization?
It is time EAPA recognizes the contributions of gays and lesbians in the
work force and includes them in any
discussion of diversity in the workplace. EAPA has the responsibility to
the employees we serve to be allinclusive, and to raise the consciousness of its members toward all individuals of the population who are, in
some way, diverse. It is time EAPA
brings the issue of gays and lesbians
out of the EAP closet, and into discus-

sions, articles, workshops and conferences on diversity. If we are truly
interested in having a role in shaping
how our organizations respond to diversity wecannot afford to ignore certain segments of the work force, but
must work to encompass all.
Sincerely,
Robert C. Aurelio, MSW

NCADD ACQUIRES
ALCOHOLISM
REPORT
he National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence
(NCADD) has acquired The Alcoholism Report, the oldest extant newslettercovering national developments in
the field of alcoholism and other drug
dependencies, from Manisses Communications Group. The purchase
was made possible through a generous gift from Chester H. Kirk, Vice
Chairman of the NCADD Board of
Directors. The monthly publication
will continue to be edited by its cofounder, Jay S. Lewis.

MEMBERS ON
THE MOVE
PAUL SHERMAN AND ASSOCIATES,

a management consulting firm based
in Rye, New York, has announced two
executive appointments. Stephen
Kohn has been named senior associate. He wi I I manage key accounts and
supervise sales and marketing activities. Previously, Kohn worked for
Integra and Brownlee,Dolan and Stein.
Julia Ann Dunn has been promoted to
director of operations and will be responsible for program administration
and evaluation &quality control. She
was previously office manager.
Kohn and Dunn can be contacted
at: Paul Sherman & Assos., 150 Purchase Street, Rye, NY 10580; (914)
967-5395.

CORRECTIONS TO
MEMBERSHIPDIRETORY
SALLY H. HARVEY
916/752-2727
RANDY L. HESS
504/528-2305

Hyland Center...The 86-bed facility provides effective alcoholism/
chemical dependency treatment for adults. Specialized services include
stabilization/evaluation, cocaine dependency, dual diagnosis, impaired
medical/health professionals and relapse treatment programs.
St. Anthony's Psychlatrlc Center...As the area's leader in private
psychiatric treatment, the 152-bed facility has 10 specialized units:
Stabilization/Evaluation, Anxiety Disorders, Dual Diagnosis, Eating Disorders, Intensive Care, Intermediate Care, Mood and Thought Disorders, Senior Stress, Sexual Trauma and Stress.
Hyland Child and Adolescent Center...Designed specifically for the
treatment of children and adolescents, the 126-bed facility provides
nine units: Stabilization/Evaluation, Chemical Dependency, Dual
Diagnosis, Eating Disorders, Pediatric Psychiatry, Preadolescent,
Psychiatric, Psychiatric Intensive Care and Sexual Trauma.
You have an option when you call St. Anthony's Medical Center. We oNer inpatient,
partial hospitalization, and day and evening outpatient treatment programs.
For more detailed program Information, or to schedule en
eveluatlon or admission,.call 314/525-4400 or toll free 1800 525-2032.

St. Anthony's Medical Center
10010 Kennerly Road • St. Louis, Missouri 63128
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GAO FINDS INEQUITIES
IN FEDERAL DRUGTESTING PROGRAM

The
General Accounting Office
(GAO) has released a study showingthatthefederal government'sdrugtesting programs are being administeredunevenly from agency to agency
and in howworkersare being selected
for testing. Of the 18 agencies surveyed, the percentage of employees
selected for random urinalysis ranged
from 1% to 100%.
The study shows that of the 40,000
workers urine-tested in 1990 between
April 1 and September 30, less than
one-half of one percent tested positive
forany i Ilegal drug,accordingto NIDA.
(Private-sector testing, on the other
hand, reportedly had atest-positive
ratioofonein10.) This finding comes
at a time when some critics are questioningwhether widespread drug testing inthe federal government is necessary.
The GAO study concludes that a

single agency overseeing the drugtesting program could ensure more
uniform and equitable results.
Drug testing in the federal government dates back to September 1986,
when President Reagan signed Executive Order 12564.

EAPA NORTH
TEXAS CHAPTER
PREPARES MINORITY
SERVICE DIRECTORY

Thecently published a directory of
EAPA North Texas Chapter re-

"ethnic and cultural minority service
providers." It lists dozens of psychiatrists, psychologists, therapists, agencies, EAP consultants and other consultants who specialize in ethnic and
cultural issues.
The directory was prepared by the
chapter's Ethnic &Cultural Concerns
Committee, whose members include
Johnie Qualls, Rose Brown, Curtis
Camper,John Crawley,Paul Heck,Pat
Langan,Ty Owens, Barbara Park,Jack
Schershell, Harold Simmons and

Brenda Taylor. Persons representing
other EAPA chapters who would like
more information should contact:
Johnie Qual Is, MA,CEAP,EAP coordinator, City of Dallas, Personnel Department, Care Services Division, City

NEWS FROM
NEW YORK STATE

past two decades are being eroded by
cost-efficiency experts, managed
health care advocates, and other professionals outside the field of addictionsspecialties. Personswantingmore
information should contact NYSPASAT
chairman Monica Wright at: ExecutiveDirector, Breakthrough Concepts,
Inc.,420 E. 76th Street, New York, NY
10021;(212) 988-4400.
DAAA PILOT PROJECT SCREENS

STATE TREATMENT PROVIDERS
COALITION FORMED

HOSPITAL PATIENTS FOR REFERRAL TO
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT

In

In

orderto help guarantee accessibility to treatment for those in need, a
group called the New York State Providers ofAlcohol and Substance Abuse
Treatment has been formed. Citing
increasing obstacles to access treatmentfor those al ready adequately and
appropriately insured, prominent
treatment providers from across the
state haveorganizedtheirefforts. More
than a dozen NYS providers have put
aside their competitive interests to incorporate, establish common criteria
of shared goals and objectives, and
schedule monthly meetings.
The chief concern among the providers is that treatment gains of the

a study of hospitalized patients in
nine facilities throughout New York,
nearly 10% of all persons admitted
required treatment for alcohol problems. The findings were contained the
"Second Formative Hospital Intervention (HIS)Service Report," released by
the NYS Division of Alcoholism and
Alcohol Abuse.
The basis for the finding is the fourquestionCAGE test,developed in 1974
and recommended by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and the American Medical Association. DAAA had previously made
grants to the nine hospitals (ranging
from urban to rural, from 127 beds to

JOIN THE CROWD
American Express, AT&T, Chrysler, Ford, General Motors,
Grumman, PepsiCo, and The Procter &Gamble Company •the
States of Georgia, New Mexico and Rhode Island, and the cities
of New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Denver and Columbus (OH),
and school boards throughout Florida •the Universities of
California, Minnesota, North Carolina and others •grocery
workers, nurses, computer technicians, hotel workers, sheet
metal workers, electricians, bus drivers, warehousemen and
laborers •and about 3 million other employees all agree:
LEGAL PLANS ARE GOOD FOR EMPLOYEES
AND THE BOTTOM L1NE2
Legal plans provide personal legal help when the need arises.
Employees can use the telephone to reach an attorney for fast
answers or an evaluation of their legal problem. Further legal
work can be paid by the employee or covered by a legal
insurance plan.
We offer our legal plans at surprisingly low prices, through flex
plans, payroll deduction plans, collective bargaining, companypaid plans and employee assistance programs.

I2~1PH'rNE~
Advisory Comm~u~ications Systems,Inc.
4501 Forbes Boulevard,L~uham,MD 20706
1-800-535-1182
O 1991 Advisory Communications Systems, Inc. The appearance of any registered trademarks or service
marks above does not necessarily imply any affiliation with ACS.
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600 beds) to assign staff and develop

DAAA began the HIS project in

systems for all hospital admissions to
be routinely screened by means of the
CAGE test.
[The CAGE test asks these questions: Have you ever attempted to Cut
down on your drinking? Have you
ever been Annoyed by other peop►e
criticizing your drinking? Have you
ever felt Guilty about your drinking?
Have you ever taken a morning Eyeopener? For patients who answered
"yes" to two or three of the questions,
HIS staff decided when to interview,
educate the person about his/her
problem, and recommend appropriate treatment.]
In the first quarter of 1990, the
hospitals found 1,550 persons who
screened positive for alcohol problems,and,ofthem,interventions were
conducted on 894. Of the 894, 55%
accepted a referral to alcohol ism treatment, 20% accepted a referral to a
self-help group such as AA, and 5%
accepted referral to other drug treatment. The remaining 20% did not
accept a referral.

1989 due to the substantial numbers

"Health Promotion Systems &Services"

of hospitalized people whose alcohol
problems reportedlygo undetected and
untreated. The NYS Department of
Health, which has supported the HIS
project, is reportedly studying the results. Plans call for expanding theHlS
project to seven other sites in 1991.
Copies of the HIS report may be
requested in writing to: Jim Heckler,
Hospital Intervention Services Project,
Division of Alcoholism and Alcohol
Abuse, 194 Washington, Avenue, AIbany, NY 12210.

ETP HOLDS CLINICAL
SYMPOSIUM,CANCELS
CHINA TRIP

ETP,
Inc., of Windsor, Connecticut,
recently held its first national Symposium on Clinical Supervision and
Training in Alexandria, Virginia. The
event was attended by 50 invited representatives ofthe alcoholism and drug
abuse field, as well as EAPA's Tom
Delaney, NIAAA's Don Godwin, and
NASADAD's Linda Foley. ETP reports
that attendees agreed that the treatmentfieldwill undergomajorchanges
duringthisdecade. Amonographwill
be published on the symposium's proceedings. To receive a copy contact:
Donna Gold, ETP, Inc., 7 Waterside
Crossing, Windsor, CT 06095; (203)
285-8585.

LOGICAL SYSTEM SOLUTIONS, INC.—
Offers the following computerized systems:
C.T.S.
-Employee Assistance Casc
Tracking
WCOMP
-Workers Compensation
Tracking
UTILITY
-Utilization Review to aid in
Managed Care
SAFENET
-Safety and Facility Tracking
HEALTHTRACK -Weight, Nutrition and Health

Monitoring
All systems are menu-driven, feature installation
and training, and can be easily customized and
integrated with your existing system(s). For more
information contact Ben Borenstein, P.O. Box 431,
Croton, NY 10520; (800) 421-6429/Fax (914)
736-9733.

Also, the Exchange had previously
announced in its Conferences/Workshops section an ETP-sponsored US/
USSR/China Symposium on Alcohol
and Drug Abuse, to be held in China
from April 23-May 12. Because of the
escalating situation that had been occurring in the Persian Gulf and travel
warnings issued by the U.S. State Department, ETP decided in February to
postpone the symposium. ETP anticipates reschedu I ing the event for 1992.

NEWS FROM HEALTH
CARECLEARING HOUSE

TheHealthcare
Center for Consumer
Information has announced that it runs a free case management clearinghouse. Callers may
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request the names of up to three individualswho meet specific geographical and clinical requirements. The
Center's national case manager databaseincludes information on credentials and areas of clinical specialization. There is no charge to clearinghouse users or case managers who
want to be included. To use the clearinghouse or for further information,
contact Jamie Lamkin at the Center for
Consumer Healthcare Information at
(714) 752-2335.

The Center also announces publication of acomprehensive database of
health care services and facilities. The
Case Management Resource Guide
contains more than 65,000 entries and
is available in hard-copy and electronic formats.
The Resource Guide i n hard copy is
organized intofourU.S. regions and is
available at $75 per regional volume.
For more information contactthe Centerfor Consumer Healthcare Information at: 1821 E. Dyer Road,Santa Ana,
CA 92705; 1-800-627-2244.
Cdr

CONFERENCES
AND WORKSHOPS

CEAP EXAM INFORMATION
• Examination date: December 14,
1991. Application deadline: October
31, 1991.
• Examination date: May 9, 1992.
Applicationdeadline:March31,1992.
• Examination date: November 14,
1992. Application deadline: October
10, 1992.
For further information contact:
Employee Assistance Certification
Commission, c/o EAPA, 4601 N.
Fairfax Drive, Suite 1001, Arlington,
VA 22203;(703) 522-6272.

EAPA CONFERENCES
The Eastern District Conference will
be held on )une 23-26 in Washington
D.C. at The Washington Hilton and
Towers. The theme will be "The First
20 Years: Honoring Our Past, EmbracingOur Future." Contact: Cynthia
Postula at (703) 691-7110 or Daniel
Feerst at (703) 558-6536.
EAPA will hold its 20th National
Conference on November 10-13 in St.
Louis, Missouri. Be looking in the July
issueofthe Exchangeforpreconference
coverage!

PDH-APPROVED TRAINING
The following lists brief information
on PDH-approved trainings. Members wanting more detailsshouldspeak
with the contact person in each listing.
St. Anthony's Medical Center/Hyland
Training Institute, May 3, May 10,
May 31 and June 7, in St. Louis, MO.
Cal I Gwyn Harvey at(314)525-1807.
Community Hospital Recovery
Center, May 4, May 18, June 1 and
June 15, in Monterey, CA. Call (408)
373-0924.
EAPA North Texas Chapter,May 6,
June 3, July 1, September 9 and No-

vember 4. Call Curtis Camper, in
Dallas, TX at(214) 522-0707.
EAPA Housatonic (CT) Chapter,
May 7 and June 4, in Westport. Call
Liz Guerra at(203) 744-7075.
Upstate New York SAP/EAP Educational Network, May 8 in
Watertown. Call Maureen R. Johnson
at(315) 339-1077.
EAPA Nevada Chapter (Northern
Division), May 14, June 11, September 10 and October 8, in Reno. Call
Lindley Steere at (702)687-3869.
Community Mediation Center,May
16-18, August 7-9 and November 7-9
in Harrisonburg, VA. Call Susan H.
Yoder at(703) 434-0059.
Caron Foundation, May 16, in
Wernersville,PA. Call Connie Bashore
at(215) 678-2332.
MI/QWL Recovery Counselors of
Southern California, May 16-17 in
Denver,CO. Call Sandra J. Edwards at
(213) 586-2614.
EAPA North Florida Chapter, May
17, June 21 and July 19, in Jacksonville. Call Stephen A. Michael at(904)
361-6901.
Family Institute of Maine, May 18,
in Portland. Call Cynthia Lambert at
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Assured Health Systems
Cochran Centers
Dual Focus
EAP Information Systems
Greenleaf Health Systems
Johnson Institute
Lawphone
Lifeline
Logical Systems Solutions
Motivision
NAADAC
Opportunities
Progress Valley
St. Anthony's Medical
Center
SASSllnstitute
Smithers Treatment Center
Xpression Products, Inc.

(207) 773-6658.
Northwestern Institute, May 20, in
Fort Washington, PA. Call Jacquelyn
Kwait at(215) 641-5397.
The Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Council (Stamford, CT), May 23 and
June 20. Cal I Robin L. Kearney at(203)
325-1511.
EAPA Kentucky Chapter, June 11
and July 9. Call Frank Banta at(502)
775-4275.
The Mental Health Association of
Franklin County (OH), Inc., June 2829, in Columbus. Call Karen Berry at
(604) 221-1441.
EAPA Washington,D.C.Chapter,J u ne
at a location to be announced. Call
Dorothy K. Blum at(202) 786-7505.
EAPA Southwest Florida Chapter,Ju ly
3,1991,at a location to be announced.
Cal I Judy Anderson at(813)433-121 1.

OTHER CONFERENCES
AND WORKSHOPS
The Florida Occupational Program
Committee will hold its annual conference on May 1 -3 in Melbourne, FL.
Contact Cindy Strickland at(407)3223096 or 629-1443.

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION
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AT&T
Anheuser-Busch Companies
Charter Medical Corporation
COPE, Inc.
Cottonwood Centers
Employee Assistance Associates
Dorris and Associates
EAP Digest
EAP Works
Jim Francek &Associates
Kemper Insurance Group
Managed Health Network
Motivision
Paul Sherman &Associates
Personal Performance
Consultants
Thomas E. Van Wagner
Insurance
UAW-GM
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The TrainingClinicwill hold "TrainThe-Trainer Workshops" at various locations throughout the U.S. Call 1800-WE-SHOW-U or(213)430-2484.
American University, in Washington, D.C., will present the seminar
"Managing a Mu Iticultural Workforce"
on May 12-15. Call Nike Carstarphen
at (202) 885-3966.
The 4th Annual Northwest Conference on Addictions,sponsored by the
Institute for I ntegral Development,wi
be held May 15-18 in Seattle, WA.
Cal11-800-544-9562.
A Managed Workers' Compensation Program wi I I be presented by the
Institute for International Research/
Human Resources Division on May
29-30 in Chicago, IL. Call (202)8261260.
The National Association of Addiction Treatment Providers wi II hold its
national conference on May 29-31 in
Scottsdale, AZ. The theme will be
"WhaYs New Under the Sun." Contact NAATP at:25201 Paseo de Alicia,
Suite 100, Laguna Hills, CA 92653;
(714) 837-3038.
The 36th International Institu4e on
the Prevention and Treatment of AIcoholism, apart of the International
Conference on Alcohol and Addictions,will be held in Stockholm, Sweden on June 2-7. EAPA Executive
Director Tom Delaney will be a featured speaker. For more information
contact: Joanne Pilat, Co-chair, Business and Industry Section, ICAA, c/o
AT&T, 227 W. Monroe, Chicago, IL
60606;(312) 230-6244..
International Counseling Center
will present its Sixth National Conference on Cross-Cultural Transitions on
June 3-4 in Washington, D.C. The
theme will be "Preparing for Pluralism: New Directions for the 21st Century." Call Rebecca Edelson or Elizabeth P. Salett at(202) 483-0700.
American Hospital Association wi
hold its 1991 annual conference on
June 9-11 in Chicago, IL. The theme
will be "Changes and Challenges:
Management of Psychiatric and Substance Abuse Services." Call Betsy
Palka at(312) 280-6396.
The National Association of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Counselors will
hold its 15th Annual Conference on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse on June 2629 in San Antonio, TX. Contact
NAADAC at: 3717 Columbia Pike,
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Suite 300, Arlington, VA 22204;(703)
920-4644 or 1-800-548-0497.
The National Association of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Counselors will
hold its 15th Annual Conference on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse on June 2629 in San Antonio, TX. Contact
NAADAC at: 3717 Columbia Pike,
Suite 300, Arlington, VA 22204;(703)
920-4644 or 1-800-548-0497.
National Nurses Society on Addictions will hold its annual education
conference on September 12-15 in

Pittsburgh, PA. Contact: NNSA,5700
Old Orchard Road, First Floor,Skokie,
IL 60077-1024;(708) 966-5010.
American Association of Marriage
and Family Therapy will hold its 49th
annual conference on October 31November3 in Dallas,TX. The theme
will be: Families and Change: Constructingthe Future." Contact conferencedirector Diane Sollee at: AAMFT,
1100 17th Street, NW, 10th Floor,
Washington, DC 20036; (202) 452C~
0109.

SASSI Congratulates EAPA/ALMACA
On Guiding Our Field During
Rapid Growth.

CAN YOU TELL IF ~~CLEAN"
OR "DIRTY" REALLY MEANS

DEPENDENT or
NONDEPENDENT?
SUBSTANCE /"'1BUSE SUBTLE SCREENING INVENTORY

Scientifically Valid For:
1. Courts
2. Insurance
Demonstration and Training
for the SASSI Available at
Major Conferences and for
Individual Groups on Request
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4403 Trailridge Road
Bloomington, Indiana 47408
Call 1-800-726-0526

The Business Page
continued from page 50
are important. The presentation of the

office and staff need to be "corporate"
looking and consistent.
One could contrive this as a
"McEAP" phenomenon, something
whichthefield'sfounderswouldhardly
have considered a priority, but it is
nevertheless something which deeppocketsclients often favorably regard.
"As we were being looked over by
potential national clients, they would
enter one of our offices one day and
another office another day. We got
comments back like,'They lookgood,
but seem like different companies.' In
a sense we were, since we had only
been incorporated as Assured for a
short time. But we have since standardized the appearances of our offices,and al I ofour staff members now
answer the phone the same way.
Companies liketofeel they knowwhat
they're getti ng,and th is has been more
to the customers' liking," says Geraty.
ALLIANCE OF EMPLOYEE
ASSISTANCE SERVICES
In another example of restructuring, a
unique business venture has been
started by a handful of regional EAP
vendors specifically to serve decentralized employers. As members in
The Alliance of Employee Assistance
Services, which was incorporated last
year, the participating firms continue
to operate under their established
names. They also continue to develop
their own exclusive client bases, and
most of their business continues to be
handled in the usual way.
The major differences are that the
six external EAP firms currently in The
Alliance share contracts and honor
their respective geographic boundaries. For example, if one of the firms
has a corporate client based in Los
Angeles, with work sites in one of the
Alliance's other regions, it uses the
Alliance member serving that region.
Most of The Alliance's members
are wel I-known to the EAP field. They
include three founding members:
Burke-Taylor Associates, serving the
southeastern U.S.; Employee Assistance Associates, serving the northcentral states; and Robert T. Dorris &
Associates, serving the southwest.
Three additions include: Corporate

Counseling Associates and EAP Sys-

tems, serving the northeast; and
Motanky and Associates, serving Illinois and Wisconsin.
Larry Earle, managing director of
the Alliance, describes the new business venture in this way: "If you put
traditional networking among independent EAP providers on one end of
THE ALLIANCE'S LARRY EARLE

"You have a group of
people who are basically
entrepreneurial by nature
but have found it
desirable to work
together as corporate
partners on a limited
basis."
a spectrum and the formation of an
EAP business conglomeration on the
other, the way the Alliance operates
would be closer to traditional networking. The six partners in the Alliance have used each other as referral
resources for years. They share similar
philosophies about employee assistance and respect one another."
The Alliance cites three reasons
why the joint venture became desirable: they are able to better market
theirprogramsto natlonalclients;since
the mid 1980s, the members have
gradually been referring more business back and forth; and national corporate clients are demanding more
uniformity in service delivery and reporting capability than can be provided without some form of established partnership.
To provide corporate clients with
consolidated data—as though it was
derived from a single EAP firm instead
of two or more Alliance members—a
software package is being created,
which all of the Alliance members
have agreed to use for the shared contracts. Earle says the computer system
will enable the members to take client
intakes, composite data, store information on corporate clients, store insuranceinformation,keepdataon staff
activity and log services provided by
staff, and other common inner-companyfunctions. The computer system
is being designed so that members can
keep shared contracts, as well as their
own exclusive contracts on the sys-

tem, if desired.
"The Alliance was not a hastily
contrived business enterprise," says
Earle. "Our three founding firms had
been discussing a possible venture
like this for several years. You have a
group of people who are basically
entrepreneurial by nature but have
found it desirable to work together as
corporate partners on a limited basis."
MODERN SOLUTIONS
Business necessity is leading the EAP
field in directions that could not have
been anticipated 15 or 20 years ago.
External EAP firms today need to be
particu larly sensitive to the signals sent
out by businesses about their tendenciestowardchange. Dependingonan
EAP firm's client base, the need to
widen geographic reach and assure
consistent service delivery may lead to
new strategies that yield feast instead
I`~
of famine.
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New!

Beyond data entry and retrieval!
•Easy to learn and use •Fool-proof data entry validations
• Evaluates all activities of clients, counselors, providers and
Supe~~sors •Simple, logical, professionally-designed forms
• Multiple security controls •Automatic follow-up reminders
• Many pre-designed reports plus nearly unlimited°user-defined
analytic capabilities •Data freely exportable for special studies
• Easy-to-reach phone support •Numerous case management
guides • On-screen help •Understandable manual

Keep ahead
with software

that provides
SO~UtIOl1S

nu

INTERNAL,.
EXTERNAL
and PLUS
programs
Call for a demo
time at the Western

EAPA conference ...... EAP Information Systems...yourleading edge
P.O.- Box 1650 •Yreka, CA •(916)842-6965
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Employee Assistance Professionals Association
4601 N. Fairfax Drive
Suite 1001
Arlington, VA 22203

Dr. Jodi Jacobson Frey
University of Maryland
410-706-3607
f

